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Parish Newsletter 
For 
5 December 2021 

 
From Father Robert – Reflecting On The 
Gospel 
Against a backdrop of geography, politics, 
and history, Luke ushers the adult John the 
Baptist onto the Jordan stage.  Last Sunday’s 
gospel announced the advent or “arrival” of 
Jesus at the end of human history; today, as 
watchman and awakener, John announces 
the advent of salvation and consolation to 
the people and proclaims that their hope for 
the dawn of messianic time is near.  In 
searching for ways to communicate John’s 
significance, Luke and the other gospel 
writers found it most appropriate to use 
(with minor alterations) the words of Second 
Isaiah with which that prophet begins his 
“book of the Consolation of Israel” (Isaiah 
40:55).  John’s is the voice that, after four 
centuries of prophetic silence, heralds the 
coming of God’s salvation not only to Israel, 
but to all humankind.  In an insignificant 
and troublesome pocket of the Roman 
Empire, John starts to shout his message 
throughout the district around the Jordan 
River. 
 
Son of the priest Zechariah though he may 
be, John dissociates himself from Jerusalem 
and the temple and chooses the place where 
Israel crossed over from its wilderness 
wandering into the Promised Land.  John 

will call the people to make another 
crossing:  from the exile of unfaithfulness to 
God into the forgiveness of their sins.  He 
proclaims a baptism of repentance, a 
conversion of heart that looks to future 
commitment and not merely to regret for the 
past. 
 
We are used to heavy earth-moving 
equipment and technology that builds roads 
to speed travelers on their way – cutting out 
sharp bends, smoothing treacherous bumps, 
straightening dangerous curves to give us a 
clearer and safer view of what is ahead or 
oncoming.  Advent is the season of Christian 
“road work,” with John the Baptist as our 
overseer.  With John’s voice, the church 
asks us both personally and communally to 
level and straighten out whatever is an 
obstacle or danger on our journey to God.  
What are the “potholes” in our discipleship, 
those sins of omission?  From what do we 
need to be converted if we are to make the 
way smoother for others who find it difficult 
to travel to God because of our intolerant or 
erratic behavior?  Do we indulge in 
outbursts of destructive “road rage” toward 
our sisters and brothers as we all try to 
follow the way of the gospel?  Have we a 
kingdom vision that can enable us to see 
around the twists and turns of personal 
tragedy or ecclesial failure and to recognize 
there an advent of Christ – His presence 
with us in the suffering, dying, and rising 
from these painful realities? 
 
From the desert of his prison, Paul writes in 
the second reading to the church at Philippi 
using words that the liturgy now addresses 
to us.  It is a hopeful letter, full of Paul’s 
confidence in the fidelity of this church to 
continue in the way of the gospel so that 
Jesus may bring His work in them to 
completion by the time He comes again.  
Out of his tender compassion, Paul prays a 
threefold prayer:  that the Philippians may 
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continue to grow in mutual love; that its 
members may be discerning of the demands 
of their Christian life; and that they may be 
vigilant for Christ’s second coming, “Filled 
with the fruit of righteousness that comes 
through Jesus for the glory and praise of 
God” (Philippians 1:11).  First love, then 
understanding, then ethics – these are Paul’s 
priorities, for where would the last be 
without the other two? 
 

 

Have you taken a course or attended a 
workshop on biblical history?  Are there 
clues in this week’s readings that you are 
able to pick out because of the time you’ve 
spent studying the context of the writers?  
What can you share with your friends, 
family, fellow parishioners? 
 
Who was a great coach or mentor who 
helped you develop?  What activities or 
words did this person use to encourage you 
to grow? 
 
Paul’s prayer for us is, “That your love may 
increase ever more and more in knowledge 
and every kind of perception, to discern 
what is of value, so that you may be pure 
and blameless for the day of Christ.”  How 
does this make you feel?  How would you 
change if you knew this prayer was being 
said for you constantly? 
 
In light of Paul’s words, what is your prayer 
for our community? 

 

About Liturgy – Liturgical Documents:  
Sacrosanctum Concilium’s Greatest Hits 
The first document to come out of the 
Second Vatican Council was the 
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy.  That it 
was the first indicates the importance of the 
liturgy in our lives and that those at the 
Council recognized that face. 
 
Many readers have already heard many 
times the famous phrases “source” and 
“summit” and “Full, conscious, and active” 
participation (SC10:14).  Some may already 
been well-versed into how these words have 
translated, interpreted, argued over, and 
hopefully enacted over the last sixty years.  
Off and on over the next few weeks, we’ll 
explore the history of liturgical 
experimentation preceding the Council and 
some of the other “nooks and crannies” of 
this foundational document. 
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This Wednesday, December 8th, we will 
celebrate the Solemnity of the Immaculate 
Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, a 
Holy Day of Obligation, with Holy 
Eucharist at 8:00 a.m. and again at 7:00 p.m. 
 

 

The students of our Faith Formation 
Program will participate in and present “Las 
Posadas” for the parish on Sunday, 
December 12th, at 4:00 P.M.  You are most 
welcome to attend. 
 

 

I am very proud of the leadership and 
members of our Filipino Community who 
have decided to have Simbang Gabi this 
year, even though our parish hall is not yet 
ready for events.  A major change in its 
observance and celebration is that the 
liturgies will take place at 7:00 p.m. each 

evening, beginning on Wednesday, 
December 15th through Thursday, 
December 23rd.  Both Fr. Moses and myself 
will be presiding and preaching along with 
several guest Filipino priests from our 
diocese.  Simbang Gabi is for all 
parishioners to join our Filipino sisters and 
brothers to help us prepare for the Christmas 
Feast.  I hope you will come for one or more 
liturgies and experience this wonderful 
tradition. 
 

 
Beginning today you will encounter The 
Giving Tree in the center of the narthex as 
you arrive for liturgy.  Unlike previous 
years, the tree will not have paper ornaments 
on it indicating age-appropriate gifts for the 
children of our adopted parochial school of 
St. Peter Martyr in Pittsburg.  Instead, we 
are inviting parishioners to purchase Gift 
Cards from Target in the amount of $25.00 
which will then be given to the children for 
Christmas.  Please bring the Gift Cards and 
place them on The Giving Tree by the Third 
Sunday of Advent, December 12th, so that 
we are able to distribute them in time for 
Christmas.  Many thanks for your continued 
support and generosity to our adopted 
parochial school. 
 
And since there are no Advent Paper 
Ornaments, I hope you will join us in 
making the tree our Parish Family Christmas 
Tree with an ornament made by you with the 
photograph of you and your family in the 
center.  Help us make our tree come “alive” 
with the smiles and good wishes for all those 
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who call St. Ignatius of Antioch their 
spiritual home. 
 

 
Our Christmas Season Environment 
Once again, we invite you to join us in 
helping to provide the environment for 
Christmas and its season by making a 
donation to provide the garlands, wreathes, 
panels of decorative cloth that adorn our 
Icons, the Christmas Trees, candles, 
artwork, and poinsettias. 
 
Donations may be made either In Honor Of 
or In Loving Memory of family members, 
loved ones, and friends.  Please be sure to 
mark your contribution envelope 
accordingly.  Your support enables the 
members of our Art & Environment 
Committee to transform our sanctuary to 
support our prayer from Christmas Eve all 
the way to the conclusion of the Christmas 
Season on January 9th.  As always, we are 
deeply grateful for your continued 
generosity and support. 

 

 
Friday, 24 December 2021, Christmas 
Eve:  4:00 p.m.  Holy Eucharist 
The Children of our Faith Formation 
Program tell the Story of Christmas through 
Word and Song 
 
9:00 p.m.  The Eucharist of Christmas 
Night:  Procession (No Incense), Cantors 
and Organ 
 
Saturday, 25 December 2021, Christmas 
Day:  9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.  
Procession, Cantors and Organ (No Incense) 
No 4:00 p.m. Liturgy 
 
Sunday, 26 December 2021, The Feast of 
the Holy Family; Holy Eucharist at  
8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.  Procession, 
Cantors and Organ (No Incense) 
 
Friday, 31 December 2021, The Vigil 
Eucharist for The Solemnity of Mary, 
Mother of God, New Year’s Eve,  
4:00 p.m. 
 
Saturday, 1 January 2022, The Solemnity 
of Mary, Mother of God, New Year’s 
Day, The World Day of Prayer for Peace; 
Holy Eucharist 11:00 a.m. Procession (No 
Incense), Cantors and Organ 
 
Saturday, 1 January 2022, The Solemnity 
of The Epiphany, 4:00 p.m. Vigil 
Eucharist Cantors and Organ 
 
Sunday, 2 January 2022, The Solemnity 
of the Epiphany, Holy Eucharist at  
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8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.  Procession (No 
Incense), Cantors and Organ, The 
Procession of The Three Kings 
 
Saturday, 8 January 2022, The Feast of 
the Baptism of the Lord, Vigil Eucharist 
4:00 p.m.  The Renewal of Baptismal 
Promises and Sprinkling Rite; Cantors and 
Organ 
 
Sunday, 9 January 2022, The Feast of the 
Baptism of the Lord, Holy Eucharist,  
8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.  Procession (No 
Incense), The Renewal of Baptismal 
Promises and Sprinkling Rite; Cantors and 
Organ; The Conclusion of the Christmas 
Season. 
 
Justice Corner by Carolyn Krantz, 
Pastoral Associate 
What a peaceful scene John the Baptist 
paints for us in quoting Isaiah: Valleys filled, 
mountains leveled, rough ways made 
smooth and crooked ways straight.  Think of 
all the problems in today's world.  
Sometimes they seem like insurmountable 
issues that will never be made straight.  But 
that is not how God sees them.  He places us 
in the middle of it all to stand tall in His 
grace.  There are some that we can make a 
dent in, like providing food for the hungry, 
or in our own families, helping to calm a 
storm that blows in between our children.  
But overall, it is only God's grace that can 
correct the wayward leaning of humans.    
 
We stand in the world to begin the process 
of healing.  We “make ready the way of the 
Lord” by first beginning with ourselves.  In 
prayer we open our wounds to Him and let 
Him bring his healing hand to touch all our 
scars.  In prayer we learn not to act out of 
the scars, but to find communion with those 
who are similarly afflicted.  We fast to know 
what it is like to be hungry.  We consciously 
submit to another's will to know what it is 

like to give up our own selfish stubbornness.  
We let go of our desires that we can let 
Jesus' love of the world fill our hearts.  We 
“take off the robe of mourning and misery” 
so we can wrap ourselves in the “cloak of 
justice.” 
 
Imagine yourself finding that cloak of 
justice.  Do you readily put it on?  If you do, 
it will change your way of being in the 
world.  You can no longer take a swing at 
someone who annoys you.  You can no 
longer buy excessive goods because you just 
want one more piece of clothing or one more 
electronic gadget.  All actions are tempered 
by a sense of justice and fairness.   
 
In the past two years, we have had plenty of 
mourning and misery, the darkness of 
violence and the shadow of vengeful 
intentions.  But we are to put on the cloak of 
justice.  This justice is more than the 
righting of wrongs, for it has mercy as its 
companion.  Mercy brings love to every 
situation.  Mercy allows us to see as God 
sees not from our selfish “me-me-me” 
attitudes.  Can you remember where your 
own actions have brought healing to others?  
Think about the past week.  Can you name 
the places where mercy has been present?  
Can you remember situations where others 
showed you love? 
 
It is important to name the places where 
God's justice and mercy are found in our 
lives. Then we can rejoice that we are 
remembered by God.  God leads us “in joy 
by the light of His glory WITH JUSTICE 
AND MERCY FOR COMPANY!”  With 
these two virtues, we learn the value of 
things that really matter.  We stand ready to 
await His coming this Christmas.  No 
Christmas is the same.  We have to name the 
places of God's presence in 2021.  We have 
to wait with joyful expectation for justice 
and mercy to take hold.  Waiting is not an 
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easy virtue to practice, but it is the spirit of 
this Advent as we joyfully expect the 
coming of the Christ child. 
 
Expansion Update 
Much of the activity the past several weeks 
is not visible in terms of new construction or 
installation of appliances. A Certificate of 
Substantial Completion signed by the 
architect (Loving & Campos) and contractor 
(Oliver & Co.) was submitted to the diocese 
for approval. Substantial completion is the 
stage when a construction project is deemed 
sufficiently completed to the point where the 
owner can use it for its intended purpose. In 
practical terms, this Certificate of 
Substantial Completion means that  
St. Ignatius of Antioch (i.e., the Oakland 
Diocese) and Oliver & Co. have agreed on a 
substantial completion checklist (punch list) 
that identifies the remaining items to 
complete the project. 
 
In other news, the October Oliver & Co. 
progress payment ($41,003) was approved 
by the diocese and paid by the parish this 
week. The November progress payment 
($18,450) is awaiting certification by the 
architect. Once certified, it will also be 
submitted to the diocese for approval to pay. 
The remaining balance on the Oliver & Co. 
construction contract is $135,808. 
 
A major project milestone was reached this 
week. The Contra Costa County Health 
Department performed an onsite inspection 
of the new kitchen and issued a “permit to 
operate” pending approval of the Fire 
District and the Antioch Building 
Department. 
 
The last major task associated with the 
kitchen project is the fire alarm system. As 
previously reported, supply chain issues 
with the system controller have delayed the 
completion of this task. An update will be 

provided as soon as a delivery date is 
announced.  
 
New Parish Website Launched 
The parish now has a new website. The web 
address remains the same 
(https://www.stignatiusofantioch.org/). 
Among the new features is an expanded 
Parish Event Calendar module that displays 
parish events, activities, and other 
information in an easy-to-view monthly 
calendar format. In response to the parish 
survey last Spring which indicated that 
many parishioners access the internet via 
smartphones, the new website is also much 
more user-friendly for smartphone users. 
Comments and suggestions to improve the 
site are welcome.  
 
Among the new features is an expanded 
Parish Event Calendar module that displays 
parish events, activities, and other 
information in an easy-to-view monthly 
calendar format. In response to the parish 
survey which indicated that many 
parishioners access the internet via 
smartphones, the new website is also now 
much more user-friendly for smartphone 
users. Comments and suggestions to 
improve the site are welcome. Please email 
the parish office (st.ignatius@sbcglobal.net). 
 

 
 
 
Parish Security Reminder 
Parish security is everyone's responsibility. 
If you notice anything out of the ordinary, 
including an open gate during nonbusiness 
hours or when there is no scheduled parish 

mailto:st.ignatius@sbcglobal.net
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activity taking place, please contact one of 
the people listed below, even on the 
weekend. Important: If you see anyone 
actively engaged in vandalism or breaking 
into the building do not 
intervene personally. Call 911 first.  
 
Rich Confetti        c: 925.381.0439 
Don Benson         c: 925.813.1379 
Steve Rojek          c: 925.642.2329 
Brian McCoy        c: 925.408.7735 
Tony Gumina       c: 925.234.3077   

     h: 925.757.9319 
Jose Perez      c: 925.783-4589 

 
 

 
 
Our Advent Adult Education Series 
Our parish Faith Formation Program is 
offering a four-week Advent Series 
presented by Jackie Hooke, Pastoral 
Associate at Most Holy Rosary Church.  
The series will be presented each Tuesday 
through Advent beginning this Tuesday, 
November 30, 2021 through December 21, 
2021 at 9:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.  The themes 
of each of the sessions are as follows: 
 
Advent: “A Time to Look Backward and 
Forward to Understand the Meaning of 
Advent in our Lives” 11/30/21 Week 1.  
 
Advent: A Time of HOPE especially in 
times of uncertainty, confusion and chaos 
12/07/21 Week 2.  
 
Advent: A Time of PREPARATION for 
Mary and Joseph 12/14/21 Week 3.  
 

Advent: A Time of AWE, WONDER, and 
JOY 12/21/21 Week 4. Advent: A Time to 
understand GOD’S GIFT to us. 
 
I hope you will be able to join us. 
 

Simple Advent 
Revisited: Journeying 

to a more modest 
Christmas 
29 November 2021 
by Brenna Davis 

  
Spirituality 

 

 
The beginning of the Advent season is an 
opportunity to discern a new perspective on 
what is most essential in our lives. 
 
First week of Advent theme—Time 
Monday, 29 November 2021 
 
REFLECT  
I have come that they may have life, and 
have life abundantly. 
-John 10:10 
 
As we begin our journey of hope in this 
Advent season, we remember God's 
abundance, from the Garden of Eden to the 
gift of Jesus' life to the world. The abundant 
life that God promises is not dependent on 
material goods, often a focus leading up to 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/brenna-davis
https://www.ncronline.org/earthbeat/spirituality
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Christmas, but centers on loving 
relationships and justice.  
The past two years during the COVID-19 
pandemic have led many of us to prepare to 
enter into Advent in unique and different 
ways. It has led us to begin this season with 
a new perspective on what is most essential 
in our lives. We have an opportunity to 
continue to shift our gaze from what, for 
many, is the "normal" frenzy of holiday 
shopping and busyness — even more so as 
life for some returns to that past state of 
normal — to new ways of being and 
connecting that are lighter on the earth and 
that promote the life and dignity of all 
creation.   
 
As you wait in joyful hope for Christmas, 
how are you being called to simplify and 
live abundantly during this Advent season?  
 
 ACT 
Set your intention for living simply and 
abundantly this Advent.  
 

A rabbi reflects on the 
Law, the Pharisees 

and 'our friend' 
Francis 

29 November 2021 
by Yehiel E. Poupko 

  

 

Argentine Rabbi Abraham Skorka embraces 
Pope Francis as they leave after praying at 
Jerusalem's Western Wall Jerusalem in 2014. On 
the right is Omar Abboud, a Muslim leader from 
Argentina. (CNS/Paul Haring) 
 
At his general audience on Aug. 11, 2021, 
Pope Francis delivered a talk 
titled "Catechesis on the Letter to the 
Galatians: 4. The Mosaic Law" Among 
other things, the pope said, "The Law does 
not give life. It does not offer the fulfillment 
of the promise because it is not capable of 
being able to fulfill it." 
  
He went on to say, "All those who have faith 
in Jesus Christ are called to live in the Holy 
Spirit, who liberates from the Law, and at 
the same time, brings it to fulfillment 
according to the commandment of love." 
 
The Law, better known to the Jewish People 
as the Mitzvot — the Commandments of the 
Torah — is the very essence of Judaism. We 
are the Chosen People because we are the 
Commanded People. God endowed us with 
the greatest of compliments. In commanding 
us, it was God's assessment that we — the 
Jewish People, the children of Abraham and 
Sarah, Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob, Rachel and 
Leah — have the intellectual and emotional 
assets, the moral and ethical fortitude to 
fulfill the Mitzvot. 
 
Thus, it comes as no surprise that the pope 
received letters from some Jewish 
communal organizations expressing much 
concern about this statement. In a 
communication from the Chief Rabbinate of 
Israel, the author wrote, "In his homily the 
Pope presents the Christian faith as not just 
superseding the Torah, but asserts that the 
latter no longer gives life, implying that 
Jewish religious practice in the present era is 
rendered obsolete. This is, in effect, part and 
parcel of the teaching of contempt towards 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/yehiel-e-poupko
https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/audiences/2021/documents/papa-francesco_20210811_udienza-generale.html
https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/audiences/2021/documents/papa-francesco_20210811_udienza-generale.html
https://www.ncronline.org/news/accountability/israels-rabbinate-asks-pope-francis-explain-comments-about-judaism
https://www.ncronline.org/news/accountability/israels-rabbinate-asks-pope-francis-explain-comments-about-judaism
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Jews and Judaism that we thought had been 
fully repudiated by the Church." 
 
Cardinal Kurt Koch, president of the 
Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian 
Unity, the Vatican official responsible for 
relations with Judaism and the Jewish 
people, responded to that letter affirming 
what is well known: that Judaism and the 
Jewish People do enjoy the greatest respect 
and affection of Pope Francis; that his 
remarks about the Mitzvot were not directed 
to the Jewish people; and that for Christians, 
the Mitzvot are a journey to Christ. 
Koch further affirmed that "in the Holy 
Father's address the Torah is not devalued."  
He also wrote that this does not mean "the 
Torah is diminished or no longer recognized 
as the way of salvation for Jews," and that 
the pope was referring only to the historical 
context of St. Paul's letter, not to 
contemporary Judaism. 
 
This is not the first time that a presentation 
by Pope Francis has caused some concern in 
the Jewish community and for that matter in 
the Roman Catholic Church itself. On  
Oct. 19, 2017, in his morning meditation in 
the Chapel of the Domus Sanctae Marthae, 
titled "Pharisees of Today," Pope Francis 
admonished pastors who would exclude 
some Catholics from participation in certain 
sacraments, noting that "this is happening 
today because the Pharisees, doctors of the 
law, are not things of days gone by: even 
today there are many of them." 
 
His statement raises that age-old stereotype 
of the Pharisees (Perushim), who are in fact 
the sacred spiritual parents of Judaism and 
the Jewish people to this day, as hypocrites 
who fail to understand the spirit of the Law. 
The Jewish response was predictable. Such 
statements about the Pharisees are deeply 
painful to us. These characterizations have 
over the centuries fostered Jew-hatred. 

Now, what was the church's response to 
these concerns raised by the Jewish 
community and by many Catholic friends? 
A conference was convened not too long 
thereafter, at the Vatican, under the 
sponsorship of the pope, on the Pharisees! 
This is how true friends act. 
 
Where else in the Christian world does one 
get a full-fledged, thoroughly open, 
scholarly conference held in order to explore 
an issue of Jewish concern? This goes to the 
heart of the contemporary Catholic-Jewish 
relationship, which is the determining 
framework for presenting such Jewish 
concerns.  
 

Let it be clearly stated, the Jewish people 
enjoy no better friend in Christendom today 

than the Roman Catholic Church. 
 

Frankly, I am not so much concerned with 
this or that episodic statement made by Pope 
Francis. Surely we are at times concerned. 
We must be. However, our concerns, our 
fears and our pain must of ethical necessity 
be expressed in the overall context of the 
friendship of this pope and of the church. 
Let it be clearly stated, the Jewish people 
enjoy no better friend in Christendom today 
than the Roman Catholic Church. The 
Catholic Church has fulfilled its promises 
made to us in Nostra Aetate and in the 
subsequent notes to Nostra Aetate, which 
called for the Catholic faithful to understand 
Judaism and the Jewish people as Judaism 
and the Jewish People understand 
themselves. 
 
Thus, the Roman Catholic Church has 
witnessed to us something that no Protestant 
church ever has. The Roman Catholic 
Church has affirmed the covenantal efficacy 
of our reading of Scripture from our 
tradition and through the lens of the rabbis, 
the Talmud and the Midrash. The church 

https://www.ncronline.org/news/vatican/vatican-publishes-letters-rabbis-emphasizing-popes-respect-judaism
https://www.ncronline.org/news/spirituality/pray-priests-never-use-law-shut-door-salvation-pope-says
https://www.ncronline.org/news/vatican/rome-conference-hopes-uproot-prejudice-against-pharisees
https://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-ii_decl_19651028_nostra-aetate_en.html
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stated that our reading of Scripture is 
spiritually and ethically valid, life-giving 
and legitimate. It understands us as an 
indivisible amalgam of God, land, language, 
Torah, Mitzvot and familial peoplehood. 
The church’s statements to us in "The Gifts 
and The Calling of God are Irrevocable" and 
"The Jewish People and Their Sacred 
Scriptures in the Christian Bible" contain 
affirmations and statements of affection and 
respect that are not to be found anywhere in 
official documents of the major Protestant 
churches. These affirmations are probably 
the most significant change in Christian 
theology in 2,000 years. 
 
To be sure, the Roman Catholic Church is 
near legendary for the care, scholarship and 
diligence with which it presents its teachings 
and instructions both to the Catholic faithful 
and the world at large. At the same time, it is 
also true that significant numbers of 
Catholics and Jews do not read theological 
documents. It is in the lived life of the 
church that the ideas of such documents are 
made real for all to witness. This can be 
called performative theology. Popes John 
Paul II and Benedict XVI were masters of 
performance theology on the world stage. 
These understandings of performance 
theology have been tested with Catholic 
theologians, and a prelate or two. 
 
In his March 2000 pilgrimage to Israel, John 
Paul II went to Jerusalem, the heart of Israel, 
for which all Jewish eyes had yearned for 
centuries. He went to the Wall — the Kotel 
— and there in the place of our greatest 
longing, gave witness to the world. The 
same is true for Pope Francis. Here are two 
examples that demonstrate Pope Francis' 
friendship, affection and respect for Judaism 
and the Jewish people. 
 
On Sept. 11, 2013, Pope Francis replied in 
writing to a series of questions put to him in 

a letter from Eugenio Scalfari, founder of 
the Italian newspaper La Repubblica. Here 
is an excerpt: 
You [Dr. Scalfari] also ask me, in 
conclusion of your first article, what we 
should say to our Jewish brothers about the 
promise made to them by God: has it all 
come to nothing? Believe me, this is a 
question that challenges us radically as 
Christians, because, with the help of God, 
especially since Vatican Council II, we have 
rediscovered that the Jewish people are still 
for us the holy root from which Jesus 
germinated. In the friendship I cultivated in 
the course of all these years with Jewish 
brothers in Argentina, often in prayer I also 
questioned God, especially when my mind 
went to the memory of the terrible 
experience of the Shoa. What I can say to 
you, with the Apostle Paul, is that God's 
fidelity to the close covenant with Israel 
never failed and that, through the terrible 
trials of these centuries, the Jews have kept 
their faith in God. And for this, we shall 
never be sufficiently grateful to them as 
Church, but also as humanity [emphasis 
mine]. They, then, precisely by persevering 
in the faith of the God of the Covenant, 
called all, also us Christians, to the fact that 
we are always waiting, as pilgrims, for the 
Lord's return and, therefore, that we must 
always be open to Him and never take 
refuge in what we have already attained. 
 
In his remarkable letter, the pope goes way 
beyond the formal theological changes in the 
church's thinking about Judaism and the 
Jewish people. Unsurprisingly for him but 
surprisingly in light of history, he affirms 
the enduring efficacy of God's covenant 
with Israel. Not only does he express 
abiding friendship for the Jewish people, but 
he also refers to his decades-long friendship 
with Jewish people in Argentina. 
 

http://www.christianunity.va/content/unitacristiani/en/commissione-per-i-rapporti-religiosi-con-l-ebraismo/commissione-per-i-rapporti-religiosi-con-l-ebraismo-crre/documenti-della-commissione/en.html
http://www.christianunity.va/content/unitacristiani/en/commissione-per-i-rapporti-religiosi-con-l-ebraismo/commissione-per-i-rapporti-religiosi-con-l-ebraismo-crre/documenti-della-commissione/en.html
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/pcb_documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_20020212_popolo-ebraico_en.html
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/pcb_documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_20020212_popolo-ebraico_en.html
https://forward.com/news/breaking-news/183820/pope-praises-jews-for-keeping-faith-during-holocau/
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What is surprising, indeed breathtaking, is 
that he expresses the church's indebtedness, 
and the indebtedness of all humanity, for 
Israel's centuries-long witness to the One 
God, in the midst of unspeakable suffering 
and torment. Endless Jewish wandering and 
homelessness, which served as proof to 
Augustine of the punishment imposed on the 
Jews for rejecting Christ, is now turned on 
its head. Israel's devotion to the Covenant, 
its steadfast and stubborn devotion to and 
observance of the Mitzvot over two 
millennia is unparalleled witness to the One 
God for the church and for humanity. This 
witness is so significant that Pope Francis 
writes that the church and humanity "will 
never be sufficiently grateful." 
 
The centuries-old Christian teaching of 
contempt for Judaism and the Jewish people 
was a necessary but nonetheless an 
insufficient condition for the destruction of 
European Jewry. In the wake of the Shoa, it 
was clear that Christianity and its churches 
would have to change. Frankly, one would 
have to be blind beyond all imagination not 
to know that. In that sense, comparatively 
speaking, changes in Christian theological 
thinking about Judaism, the faith of the 
Jewish people, were morally unavoidable. 
Yet much more was needed. 
 
Christianity is a religion. Judaism is not just 
a religion. It is much more. We the Jewish 
people are a family that became a faith and 
remained a family. In the words of a 
Catholic theologian, for Judaism the 
sequence is, "I belong, I do, I believe"; for 
Christianity, the sequence is, "I believe, I do, 
I belong." Thus, one is born a Jew, but one 
becomes a Christian. 
 
This respect and appreciation for our 
national self-understanding was 
demonstrated when Pope John Paul II went 
to Jerusalem in March 2000, thus witnessing 

by performance that the church has no 
theological objection to the Jewish return to 
sovereignty in the ancient homeland. 
 
This was also dramatically expressed when 
Pope Francis laid a wreath at the grave of 
Theodor Herzl, the father of modern 
Zionism, in May 2014. In 1904 Theodor 
Herzl went to Rome, seeking the pope's 
support for Zionism. Pius X responded with 
the following statement: 
 
We cannot give approval to this movement. 
We cannot prevent the Jews from going to 
Jerusalem — but we could never sanction it. 
The soil of Jerusalem, if it was not always 
sacred, has been sanctified by the life of 
Jesus Christ. As the head of the Church I 
cannot tell you anything different. The Jews 
have not recognized our Lord, therefore we 
cannot recognize the Jewish people. 
 
In paying honor to Theodor Herzl at his last 
resting place on Mt. Herzl in Jerusalem, in 
an act of performance theology, Francis 
negated his predecessor's words. Pope 
Francis is our friend.  
 
Yehiel E. Poupko 
Rabbi Yehiel E. Poupko is Rabbinic Scholar 
at the Jewish United Fund/Jewish Federation 
of Metropolitan Chicago, where he is 
responsible for the Jewish community's 
interfaith relations. He is the author 
of Chana: A Life in Prayer and a book of 
poetry, What Is Lost. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.mfa.gov.il/mfa/aboutisrael/history/pages/israel%20welcomes%20visit%20by%20pope%20john%20paul%20ii%20-%20march.aspx
https://www.mfa.gov.il/mfa/aboutisrael/history/pages/israel%20welcomes%20visit%20by%20pope%20john%20paul%20ii%20-%20march.aspx
https://www.ncronline.org/news/world/pope-francis-leaves-holy-land-hope-peace-prayer
https://www.jpost.com/christian-news/today-in-history-pope-pius-refused-to-support-a-jewish-jerusalem-442696
https://www.ncronline.org/authors/yehiel-e-poupko
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Sunday, 28 November 2021  
First Sunday of Advent 
  
  

Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation 
From the Center for Action and Contemplation 

  

 

  

Week Forty-Eight: Images of God 
  

Creating God in Our Own Image 
  

  
  

The Advent season begins with Scriptures 
that focus on the “second coming” of Christ. 
At times, this has been presented as a 
frightening event, exacerbated by the 
negative images of God which many 
Christians hold. Father Richard writes: 
 
Your image of God creates you—or defeats 
you. There is an absolute connection 
between how we see God and how we see 
ourselves and the universe. The word “God” 
is a stand-in word for everything—Reality, 
truth, and the very shape of our universe. 
This is why good theology and spirituality 
can make such a major difference in how we 
live our daily lives in this world. God 
is Reality with a Face—which is the only 
way most humans know how to relate to 
anything. There has to be a face! 
 
After years of giving and receiving spiritual 
direction, it has become clear to me and to 
many of my colleagues that most people’s 
operative image of God is initially a subtle 
combination of their mom and dad, or other 
early authority figures. Without an interior 
journey of prayer or inner experience, much 
of religion is largely childhood conditioning, 
which God surely understands and uses. Yet 
atheists and many former Christians rightly 

react against this because such religion is so 
childish and often fear-based, and so they 
argue against a caricature of faith. I would 
not believe in that god myself! 
 
Our goal, of course, is to grow toward an 
adult religion that includes reason, faith, and 
inner experience we can trust. A mature God 
creates mature people. A big God creates big 
people. A punitive God creates punitive 
people. 
 
If our mothers were punitive, our God is 
usually punitive too. We will then 
spend much of our lives submitting to that 
punitive God or angrily reacting against it. If 
our father figures were cold and withdrawn, 
we will assume that God is cold and 
withdrawn too—all Scriptures, Jesus, and 
mystics to the contrary. If all authority in 
our lives came through men, we probably 
assume and even prefer a male image of 
God, even if our hearts desire otherwise. As 
we were taught in Scholastic philosophy, 
“whatever is received is received in the 
manner of the receiver.” [1] This is one of 
those things hidden in plain sight, but it still 
remains well-hidden to most Christians. 
 
All of this is mirrored in political 
worldviews as well. Good theology makes 
for good politics and positive social 
relationships. Bad theology makes for stingy 
politics, a largely reward/punishment frame, 
xenophobia, and highly controlled 
relationships. 
 
For me, as a Christian, the still 
underdeveloped image of God as Trinity is 
the way out and the way through all limited 
concepts of God. Jesus comes to invite us 
into an Infinite and Eternal Flow of Perfect 
Love between Three—which flows only in 
one, entirely positive direction. There is no 
“backsplash” in the Trinity but only Infinite 
Outpouring—which is the entire universe. 

https://email.cac.org/t/d-l-aijdlhd-tlkrdikyp-r/
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Yet even here we needed to give each of the 
three a placeholder name, a “face,” and a 
personality. 
 
  

What Advent teaches 
us about wonder 

27 November 2021 
by Judith Valente 

  
Spirituality 

 

 
A lit candle is seen on a wreath for the first 
Sunday of Advent in this illustration photo. 
(CNS/Gregory A. Shemitz) 
 
After the cymbal clang of Black Friday, 
Cyber Monday and all the Doorbuster Days 
following Thanksgiving, the church calendar 
offers us the quiet, reflective season of 
Advent. In the midst of all that commercial 
noise, Advent tiptoes into our lives like a 
low hum on the wind, calling us to deeper 
listening and greater wonder. 
 
I once had the opportunity to spend much of 
Advent at a Benedictine monastery. It struck 
me how much wonder is a part of the 
season's Scripture readings. So many 
miraculous happenings. All those surprise 
pregnancies. Mary receives a startling visit 
from an angel. Her cousin, Elizabeth, 
conceives a son in her old age. Manoah's 
wife, whose name isn't given in the Book of 
Judges and was thought to be barren, also 
ends up expecting a child. 
 

You have Joseph receiving divine directions 
in a dream. And of course, there are those 
stargazing travelers from the East who 
decide to follow a strange star that scientists 
today might identify as a supernova. 
 
It's tempting — in fact all too easy — to 
think of these events as things that happen 
only in Bible stories, or only to people in a 
distant, more magical past. The truth is, we 
live in a world awash in wonder. There are 
everyday miracles right in front of us. 
 
Botanists have discovered that trees 
communicate with each other through a 
series of root connections that allows a 
Douglas fir, for instance, to tell a birch tree 
that it needs some additional carbon. We just 
have to look to the images of deep space 
sent back to earth from the Hubble Space 
Telescope to know that the universe is 
vaster, more mysterious and more beautiful 
than we could have imagined. 
 
Benedictine Sr. Maria Boulding writes, "If 
you have ever had an obscure intuition that 
the truth of things is better, greater, more 
wonderful than you deserve or desire ... or 
you could ever suspect," you are being 
drawn into the central mystery of Advent. 
"For Christ is born in us continually." 
Still, we live in a world of high-speed 
internet, of speed dialing, speed walking, 
speed dating and even speed yoga.  
Reclaiming a sense of wonder is something 
we have to intentionally cultivate. I'm 
reminded of something a woman said who 
lost her sister, the mother of three young 
sons, in a mass shooting at an outdoor 
concert in Las Vegas. 
 
Reclaiming a sense of wonder is something 
we have to intentionally cultivate. 
 
Mynda Smith told The New York 
Times that after the shooting she and her 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/judith-valente
https://www.ncronline.org/channel/spirituality
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/05/04/993430007/trees-talk-to-each-other-mother-tree-ecologist-hears-lessons-for-people-too
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/05/04/993430007/trees-talk-to-each-other-mother-tree-ecologist-hears-lessons-for-people-too
https://www.google.com/books/edition/Atchison_Blue/1e8tCgAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=If+you+have+ever+had+an+obscure+intuition+that+the+truth+of+things+is+better,+greater,+more+wonderful+than+you+deserve+or+desire+...+or+you+could+ever+suspect&pg=PA57&printsec=frontcover
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/22/us/sutherland-springs-vegas-shooting-hurricanes.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/22/us/sutherland-springs-vegas-shooting-hurricanes.html
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family have told people, "You have to find 
light. You have to find the beauty. It's out 
there. Darkness is so strong, but light is 
stronger." 
 
One of the ways we find the light is to keep 
alert for those small, simple moments of 
wonder that arise when we least expect 
them. 
 
In her wonderful book, Abide, Benedictine 
Sr. Macrina Wiederkehr tells the story of 
setting out on a walk on an autumn morning, 
hoping to get in some quality prayer time. 
But something unexpected happens. 
 
"I looked around, and behold — everything 
was praising God through the simple act of 
being," she writes. "The carpet of needles in 
the pine grove, the geese honking their way 
through the skies, the arms of the oak tree 
stretched out in a beautiful welcoming 
gesture. … Everything, in its own way, was 
praising the Creator of heaven and earth. 
And thus it became clear to me; we need 
only be attentive, to enter into nature's 
contemplative prayer of praise." 
 
One of the practices that fills me with 
wonder is to step outside each night and 
look at the sky. What a show the moon, stars 
and planets have put on for us this year with 
multiple meteor showers, four super 
moons and a partial lunar eclipse. It's almost 
as if the universe knows we need something 
to lift our spirits with so much chaos in the 
world. 
 

 
The moon rises over Maryland's Chesapeake 
Bay in Chesapeake Beach Sept. 20. (CNS/Bob 
Roller) 
 
I had a similar awe-filled experience the first 
time I visited the Abbey of Gethsemani in 
Trappist, Kentucky. I awoke to attend vigil 
prayers at 3:15 a.m. As I walked down a hill 
from the guest house to the abbey church, 
spread out in front of me was a vast swatch 
of stars so thick it felt as if I could walk 
through that door of light. A monk later told 
me I had been looking at the Milky Way. 
 
I felt something of what the Psalmist 
experienced who wrote: 
 
When I consider your heavens, the work of 
your fingers, 
the moon and the stars, 
which you have set in place, 
what is mankind that you are mindful of 
them, 
human beings that you care for them? 
… Lord, our Lord, 
how majestic is your name through all the 
earth! (Psalm 8:3-4, 9, NIV) 
 
Trappist Fr. Thomas Merton, the great 
spirituality writer who lived at Abbey of 
Gethsemani, writes in his essay, "The Night 
Spirit and the Dawn Air," "Here is an 
unspeakable secret: paradise is all around us 
and we do not understand. It is wide open … 
but we do not know it." 
 

https://books.google.com/books?id=pqQlqzDf8y4C&pg=PT52&lpg=PT52&dq=The+carpet+of+needles+in+the+pine+grove,+the+geese+honking+their+way+through+the+skies,+the+arms+of+the+oak+tree+stretched+out+in+a+beautiful+welcoming+gesture&source=bl&ots=lwLvS0a9Ww&sig=ACfU3U0t5Lu7shw5GgXpjcRVBYJq90YQzA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjjqeC4mLH0AhX6lWoFHSVgAnQQ6AF6BAghEAM#v=onepage&q=The%20carpet%20of%20needles%20in%20the%20pine%20grove%2C%20the%20geese%20honking%20their%20way%20through%20the%20skies%2C%20the%20arms%20of%20the%20oak%20tree%20stretched%20out%20in%20a%20beautiful%20welcoming%20gesture&f=false
https://blogs.nasa.gov/Watch_the_Skies/2021/06/23/see-the-strawberry-moon-2021s-last-supermoon/
https://blogs.nasa.gov/Watch_the_Skies/2021/06/23/see-the-strawberry-moon-2021s-last-supermoon/
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+8&version=NIV
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Advent is the time to reconnect with those 
pieces of paradise. "The Advent mystery in 
our lives is the beginning of the end of all 
that is not yet Christ," Merton says 
elsewhere. 
 
The season of Advent has a finite beginning 
and end, but Advent as an experience is 
ongoing. It is always unfolding because we 
are being called continuously to be Christ 
bearers in the world — a world that is 
infused with the beauty and wonder of God. 
That we are part of that call is perhaps the 
plainest, most wondrous Advent miracle of 
all.    
            

 
Judith Valente 
Judith Valente is a retreat guide, speaker, 
award-winning journalist and author of four 
spirituality titles, including most 
recently How To Live: A Monk & A 
Journalist Reflect on Living & Dying, 
Purpose & Prayer, Friendship and 
Forgiveness, as well as two collections of 
poetry. 
 

 

From Werner Hoch 
 Try not to judge people; if you judge others, 
then you are not loving them.  You cannot 
judge and love at the same time.  Instead, try 
to help them by seeing their needs and 
acting to meet those needs.  It isn't what 
anyone may or may not have done but what 
you have done that matters in the eyes of 
God.    

Charity begins today:  today someone is 
suffering; today someone is hungry.  Our 
work is for today; yesterday has gone; 
tomorrow is yet to come.  Don’t wait for 
tomorrow.  If the poor suffer from hunger, it 
is not because God does not care for them; 
rather, it is because neither you nor I are 
generous enough to reach out to them in 
their need. We do not recognize Christ when 
once again He appears to us in the hungry, 
in the lonely, in the child who is looking for 
a place to get warm.  We are merely an 
instrument of God’s love; we perform small 
tasks that matter tremendously to the 
recipients of our labor.  A few minutes of 
our time translates into a big difference to 
those we serve.   
 
Greeting all those families in line on the first 
and third Fridays of each month, I hear 
nothing but praise and gratitude for what we 
are doing.  Just hearing that is what makes 
me want to come and help as often as I 
possibly can. 
 
We make a huge difference to those in need 
and that is what the Good Lord wants us to 
do:  help those that rely on the groceries, 
vegetables, and fruit that we distribute.   
Again, thank you volunteers for coming out 
to help, even the weather was not quite 
cooperating; even though it was misting, and 
rainy, it did not dampen our spirits.  In fact, 
it made us stronger on the inside.  
 
 Thank you, helpers and volunteers for 
joining us in serving others. 
 

An Advent calendar 
for today 
30 November 2021 

by Sister Nancy Sylvester 
  

Spirituality 
 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/judith-valente
https://www.globalsistersreport.org/authors/nancy-sylvester
https://www.globalsistersreport.org/topics/spirituality/all
https://www.ncronline.org/authors/judith-valente
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Advent continues to be one of my favorite 
liturgical seasons. When I was growing up, I 
loved receiving an Advent calendar. Every 
day you opened a window or door and found 
a Scripture quote or a prayer for you to say 
or reflect upon. Wondering if they still 
existed, I Googled it and discovered they 
were still being made. However, the first 
ones shown contained pieces of chocolate 
behind the days! As delicious as that sounds 
it just didn't seem the way to enter Advent. 
 
Advent is about anticipation and 
preparation. The word comes from the 
Latin adventus, "coming," which within the 
Christian tradition refers to the coming of 
Jesus celebrated at Christmas as well as 
anticipating the second coming at the end of 
time. 
 
A secondary meaning, however, caught my 
attention. It is "coming into being." That 
phrase connotes movement, emergence, 
unfolding. It is not static nor a past event. It 
is ongoing, happening now and into the 
future. 
 
Advent then prepares us not only for 
celebrating the birth of Jesus but also for 
what that set in motion in all of us as we 
continue the mystery of the incarnation 
"coming into being" until the end of time. 
Today theologians reflecting on the 
Incarnation through the lens of evolution 

offer an insight into what this might mean. 
God's presence among us began with the 
first flaring forth some 13.8 billion years 
ago. Everything from this beginning to the 
end of time is a revelation of the mystery of 
God. 
 
I think Franciscan Fr. Richard Rohr captures 
this well when he writes: "Creation itself is 
the timeless Incarnation which we call 
Christ, and Jesus is the personal Incarnation 
born in a moment of time when we could 
begin to understand and love a person." 
 
That personal incarnation in Jesus invites all 
of us in be in relationship with the Divine 
Mystery and to be transformed in love. In 
the mystical body of Christ, we have been 
evolving, learning throughout time how to 
be more like Jesus. We are "coming into 
being" as sons and daughters of God. 
 
Advent is the time to take time to prepare to 
celebrate an event and recommit to a 
process. 
 
Perhaps taking time is the most important 
part of Advent. I'm thinking that the Advent 
calendar is a way to do that — to slow down 
and focus one's reflection every day. 
 
Each day is an invitation to stop and to enter 
one's heart space even in the midst of all that 
is happening in our world and in our lives. 
 
I started wondering how I would create an 
Advent calendar today? 
 

https://www.wob.com/en-gb/books/richard-rohr/sick-and-you-cared-for-me/9781940414003
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The first part of the month, we'd prepare for 
the event. 
 
The first week, I would use the first chapters 
of the Gospels of Mathew and Luke which 
include the nativity narratives. I'd invite a 
slow reading of those chapters being aware 
of what strikes you, what stays with you. It 
might be the genealogy, the use of dreams, 
the escape from Herod, the relationship 
between Mary and Elizabeth, the birthplace, 
the birth, or the variety of people who 
visited the newborn child. How does that 
influence your understanding of the 
Incarnation? 
 
The second week, we might get in touch 
with that historical moment — the event. 
 
The shepherds, the wise ones, didn't have a 
crystal ball but they "knew" something was 
happening of a different magnitude. It was a 
recognition event in which knowing comes 
through one's whole being. 
 
I would invite you through pictures and 
questions to imagine who you might have 
been in first century Palestine given your 
current economic status, marital status, 
gender, race, religion and health conditions: 
Would you be a Roman, a Samaritan, a 
Pharisee or a scribe? Would you be Jewish 
or a Gentile? A woman or a man? Would 
you make your living fishing, sewing or 

trading in the temple? Would you be an 
outcast, a leper, a prostitute? 
 
At the end of the week, I'd ask if you lived 
at that time do you think you would 
"recognize" this very human birth as the 
Incarnation of God's love? What would you 
resist? What would help you to "see"? 
 
The transition to the third week would be the 
invitation to take some time to sit in 
contemplative silence. Open yourself to God 
working within you and simply see what 
arises in you as you prepare for the 
Christmas event. 
 
The second part of the month we'd prepare 
for the process of Incarnation, of "coming 
into being." 
 
This is a bit more difficult. For it is a 
lifelong journey. I believe the Incarnation 
invites us to see the potential that is ours to 
put on the mind of Christ. Through 
contemplative prayer we awaken to our true 
self, our authentic self. Over time we 
become liberating, healing, inclusive love to 
all whom we encounter. 
 
This process continues in our historical time 
and it offers hope at this time of disruption, 
chaos and increasing divisions. It offers 
hope because the Incarnation continues 
coming into being — that promise is 
inherent in the Incarnation event. However, 
we are essential to its unfolding. 
 
The third week would have pictures of 
significant events in our world. This is 
because putting on the mind of Christ invites 
us to take a long, loving look at our reality. 
 
These might include pictures of: COVID-19, 
the climate crisis, refugees, war-torn areas, 
trafficking and prostitution, people living in 
poverty, political divisions and their hate-
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filled rhetoric and ads, effects of systemic 
racism and white supremacy, discrimination 
of the LGBTQIA community, and 
oppression of women and girls. 
 
The invitation is to let these pictures enter 
your heart and speak to you. To awaken the 
energy needed to respond in love to all that 
is happening in our world and in our lives. 
 
The fourth week invites us to understand that 
the ongoing unfolding of the Incarnation as 
"coming into being" is about being 
transformed in love, and embodying it. We'd 
imagine putting on the mind of Christ and 
moving together as a people and as an Earth 
community toward greater wholeness. 
 
Reflect on how you live out or desire to live 
out the values that Jesus taught. Let each 
day depict your expression of some of the 
qualities of mercy, compassion, equality, 
forgiveness, peace, justice, respect, dignity, 
sacredness of person and creation, the 
common good and of course, love. 
 
As we near the end of Advent, your 
contemplative practice continues, as you 
surrender to the action of God, divine 
mystery, incarnate throughout time and 
space and within you, for your own 
transformation and for that of the world. 
 
When Christmas arrives, your gift is ready. 
As you became more aware of who you are 
as Incarnation "coming into being" you will 
radiate that outward. You will act and be in 
new ways and it will nourish those around 
you and beyond. 
 
One of the profound gifts of Incarnation is 
that we are all children of God and invited to 
share in the divine consciousness. Our 
planet needs us to accept that gift and live it. 
 

This Advent let us deepen our realization of 
this gift. Let it come into being within us 
and shine forth. Let us become a light for 
our world! 
 
P.S. And now enjoy that chocolate! 
 

 
Nancy Sylvester 
Nancy Sylvester is founder and director of 
the Institute for Communal Contemplation 
and Dialogue. She served in leadership of 
her own religious community, the Sister 
Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, 
Monroe, Michigan, as well as in the 
presidency of the Leadership Conference of 
Women Religious. Prior to that she was 
National Coordinator of Network, the 
national Catholic social justice lobby. ICCD 
is beginning its third decade with new 
resources and programs. For information go 
to www.iccdinstitute.org. 
 
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 
  
  

Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation 
From the Center for Action and Contemplation 

  

 

  

Week Forty-Eight: Images of God 
  

What Kind of God Do We 
Believe In? 

  

  
  

Author and Benedictine sister Joan 
Chittister catalogs how some of the most 
common images of God influence our 

https://www.globalsistersreport.org/authors/nancy-sylvester
https://ihmsisters.org/
https://ihmsisters.org/
https://ihmsisters.org/
http://www.iccdinstitute.org/
https://www.globalsistersreport.org/authors/nancy-sylvester
https://email.cac.org/t/d-l-aiiitlt-tlkrdikyp-r/
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behavior and reminds us that we can choose 
more helpful and loving images. 
 
In the long light of human history, then, it is 
not belief in God that sets us apart. It is the 
kind of God in which we choose to believe 
that in the end makes all the difference.  
Some believe in a God of wrath and become 
wrathful with others as a result. Some 
believe in a God who is indifferent to the 
world and, when they find themselves alone, 
as all of us do at some time or another, 
shrivel up and die inside from the 
indifference they feel in the world around 
them. Some believe in a God who makes 
traffic lights turn green and so become the 
children of magical coincidence . . . . Some 
believe in a God of laws and crumble in 
spirit and psyche when they themselves 
break them or else become even more stern 
in demanding from others standards they 
themselves cannot keep. They conceive of 
God as the manipulator of the universe, 
rather than its blessing-Maker. . . . 
 
I have known all of those Gods in my own 
life. They have all failed me. I have feared 
God and been judgmental of others. I have 
used God to get me through life and, as a 
result, failed to take steps to change life 
myself. I have been blind to the God within 
me and so, thinking of God as far away, 
have failed to make God present to others. I 
have allowed God to be mediated to me 
through images of God foreign to the very 
idea of God: God the puppeteer, God the 
potentate, God the persecutor make a 
mockery of the very definition of God. I 
have come to the conclusion, after a lifetime 
of looking for God, that such a divinity is a 
graven image of ourselves, that such a deity 
is not a god big enough to believe in. 
  
Indeed, it is the God in whom we choose to 
believe that determines the rest of life for us. 
In our conception of the nature of God lies 

the kernel of the spiritual life. Made in the 
image of God, we grow in the image of the 
God we make for ourselves. . . . 
 
Chittister invites us to the prayerful inner 
work necessary to discover the God we 
really believe in, for the sake of 
encountering the true and living God: 
 
Until I discover the God in which I believe, I 
will never understand another thing about 
my own life. If my God is harsh judge, I will 
live in unquenchable guilt. If my God is 
Holy Nothingness, I will live a life of 
cosmic loneliness. If my God is taunt and 
bully, I will live my life impaled on the pin 
of a grinning giant. If my God is life and 
hope, I will live my life in fullness 
overflowing forever. 
 
  

 

Art & Environment Committee 
Once again, the members of our Art & 
Environment Committee have done an 
outstanding job of creating a beautiful 
environment for the beginning of the new 
Liturgical Year and the Season of Advent.  
Our thanks to Peter Degl’Innocenti, Tony 
and Claudia Gumina, Leo and Minnie 
Rivera, Pat Kramer, Pablo and Norma 
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Villegas, Kristine Shoemaker, Tom and 
Stevie Catchings, Rich Confetti, Don 
Benson and Father Robert. 
 

 

Our thanks to our faithful volunteer 
parishioners who arrive early each Saturday 
morning to clean and prepare the church and 
bathrooms for the weekend and the week 
ahead:  Carole Miller, Jean Rogers, Reno 
and Thelma Benasfre, Al Cosce, Angela 
Bueno, Adaugu Nnaji, Rose Salamanca, 
and Steve Rojek. 
 
Those who provide parking lot security for 
all our liturgies, weddings, and funerals:  
Steve Rojek, Don Benson, Tony Gumina, 
Dave Simpson, and Jose Perez. 
 
Those who assist Estrella Rusk, Financial 
Secretary, with accounting, recording, and 
banking each week. 
 
Those who volunteer in the parish office 
assisting with administrative tasks, 
answering the phones, greeting guests at the 
door:  Alicia Perez, Melodye Costanza, 
and Bev Iacona. 
 
Those who assist with the food distribution 
every first and third Friday through our 
outreach ministry in cooperation with the 
Contra Costa-Solano Counties Food Bank. 
 
All those who volunteer to make our 
liturgies possible:  Lectors, Cantors, 
Ushers, Greeters, Eucharistic Ministers, 

Altar Servers, Adult Acolytes, Altar 
Guild, Liturgy Committee, Art & 
Environment Committee; Dilcia Aparacio 
who washes and irons all the sacred linens 
each week. 
 

 
Adult Acolytes 
It has been quite a while since we invited 
adult members of the parish to serve as 
Adult Acolytes:  Crucifer and Torchbearers.  
These are liturgical ministers, vested in 
white albs, who bear the Processional Cross 
and Processional Candles for our major 
liturgical events such as Christmas, Holy 
Week, Easter, and other feasts and 
solemnities.  This ministry is open to all 
adult women and men, 18 years of age and 
older.  Training is provided by Father 
Robert.  If you feel called to this ministry of 
enriching and enhancing our liturgies, please 
call the office and leave your name and 
contact information.  We are especially in 
need of Adult Acolytes for the coming 
Christmas Season.  For further information 
and to answer any questions, please speak to 
Father Robert. 
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'Hidden Mercy' sheds 
light on history of the 
Catholic Church and 

HIV/AIDS 
1 December 2021 

by Michael Vazquez 
  

Justice 
Culture 

 

 
Demonstrators hold signs in front of St. Patrick's 
Cathedral in New York City on Aug. 2, 1987, to 
protest the appointment of Cardinal John 
O'Connor to a national AIDS panel, which gay 
rights activists said was "stacked" against them. 
(AP/Mario Cabrera) 
 
In Hidden Mercy: AIDS, Catholics, and the 
Untold Stories of Compassion in the Face of 
Fear, author and reporter Michael 
O'Loughlin draws us into the mystery of the 
faith by resurrecting, through storytelling, 
the lives of those lost during the AIDS/HIV 
crisis and flooding a light of hope into the 
chasm of despair. 
 
Hidden Mercy, published by Broadleaf 
Books in time for World AIDS Day, 
reframes history as not rote and binary — 
with the LGBTQ community suffering on 
the one hand and the Catholic Church 
welcoming the plague on the other. Instead, 
it provides a dynamic look at how Catholic 

faithful, including LGBTQ Catholics, 
struggled, as they do today, to carry out the 
Catholic mission to love mercy, do justice 
and walk humbly with God, while 
overshadowed by a hierarchy with a much 
different agenda. 
 

 
HIDDEN MERCY: AIDS, CATHOLICS, 
AND THE UNTOLD STORIES OF 
COMPASSION IN THE FACE OF 
FEAR 
By Michael J. O'Loughlin 
O'Loughlin, who has been reporting on the 
intersection of the Catholic Church and the 
LGBTQ community for more than a decade, 
including in the podcast "Plague: Untold 
Stories of AIDS and the Catholic Church," 
recounts some of those same stories in the 
book. They include Carol Baltosiewich, then 
a Hospital Sister of St. Francis, who started 
an AIDS ministry in Belleville, Illinois, and 
the "gays and grays" at Most Holy 
Redeemer Parish in the Castro in San 
Francisco. 
 
While the church refused to shift its 
theology of human sexuality or provide 
special dispensation for the use of 
contraceptives as a means for mitigating the 
spread of the virus, religious sisters, priests 
and laypeople alike moved into action, 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/michael-vazquez
https://www.ncronline.org/channel/justice
https://www.ncronline.org/channel/culture
https://www.americamagazine.org/plague
https://www.americamagazine.org/plague
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O'Loughlin recounts, to show compassion to 
those suffering. 
 
In the book, we meet priests with AIDS, 
learn about a Catholic Worker house for 
homeless people with HIV/AIDS in 
Oakland, California, and, along the way, 
learn a bit about O'Loughlin's struggles with 
Catholicism. 
 
Hidden Mercy is healing not in that it 
attempts to say "not all Catholics!" but 
instead by the way it shows that 
Catholicism, in its truest self as the manifest 
love of God, still lives, in spite of itself. And 
it is in this healing that O'Loughlin conjures 
hope. 
 
O'Loughlin has tracked the ebbs and flows 
of what has felt like meager progress in the 
church's recognition of the full humanity of 
LGBTQ people, holding in tension the 
significance of moments like Pope Francis' 
support of civil unions for same-sex couples, 
without denying the harrowing reality of 
church leadership actively, and aggressively, 
attacking LGBTQ people. 
 
But the stories O'Loughlin centers — stories 
of pain and suffering, ministry in the face of 
true horror and impossible odds, death 
without dignity, and an institution hellbent 
on crucifying Christ's precious little ones — 
always leave me suffocating with grief and 
lamentation. 
 
It was early April 2020, a little before 
Easter, when I first listened to O'Loughlin's 
podcast. At the time, I was leading religious 
engagement and mobilization for a large 
LGBTQ civil rights organization, and as 
Lent waned, and a different but deadly new 
pandemic raged, I was struck by an 
onslaught of emotions. 
 

Growing up gay and Catholic and serving as 
a public theologian and organizer primarily 
in the sphere of LGBTQ justice, I've grown 
more than accustomed to the weathered 
narratives around religion and the LGBTQ 
community, narratives that typically create a 
false dichotomy wherein you can't be a 
person of faith and LGBTQ, contrived 
narratives that falsely claim that you can 
either protect religious freedom or LGBTQ 
rights, but not both. 
 
It's easy to get lost in the fury of the history, 
the grief of what has often been referred to 
as a lost generation, and the indignation at 
the fact that HIV/AIDS continues to destroy 
communities around the world. The World 
Health Organization estimates that 
approximately 680,000 people died from 
AIDS-related causes in 2020 alone, a grim 
reality as we mark another World AIDS 
Day. 
 
Today, we continue to face a Catholic 
hierarchy that is overwhelmingly opposed to 
civil rights and protections for the LGBTQ 
community. The U.S. Conference of 
Catholic Bishops has continued to take 
a militant position against the Equality Act, 
a piece of legislation that would, among 
many things, ensure that LGBTQ people are 
protected from discrimination in health care. 
The Catechism of the Catholic Church still 
refers to "homosexuals" as "intrinsically 
disordered," and the church's only approved 
means of mitigating the spread of HIV today 
is, ignorantly, celibacy. 
 

 

https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2020/10/23/pope-francis-civil-unions-lgbt-gay-catholics-AIDS
https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2020/10/23/pope-francis-civil-unions-lgbt-gay-catholics-AIDS
https://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/responses/fulton-and-the-future-of-a-contrived-culture-war
https://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/responses/fulton-and-the-future-of-a-contrived-culture-war
https://www.who.int/data/gho/data/indicators/indicator-details/GHO/number-of-deaths-due-to-hiv-aids
https://www.who.int/data/gho/data/indicators/indicator-details/GHO/number-of-deaths-due-to-hiv-aids
https://www.usccb.org/resources/Letter_to_Congress_on_Equality_Act_Feb_23_2021
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Michael O'Loughlin, author of "Hidden Mercy: 
AIDS, Catholics, and the Untold Stories of 
Compassion in the Face of Fear" 
(www.mikeoloughlin.com) 
 
And yet in response to O'Loughlin's 
chronicling, Francis sent him a letter, 
offering his gratitude and blessing both for 
O'Loughlin's ministry and the ministry of 
those who saw, and continue to see, Christ 
in the face of those with HIV/AIDS. This 
declaration of mercy is characteristic of 
Francis, who has attempted to reframe how 
Catholic faithful engage with the LGBTQ 
community — both within and beyond the 
walls of the church. 
 
While this response does little to restore the 
destruction the church has caused, it reflects 
what O'Loughlin teaches us through Hidden 
Mercy — that though an institution can 
harbor terror, it can also be a means of 
spreading extraordinary compassion. These 
extraordinary displays of compassion from 
these hitherto-unacknowledged saints 
provides us not just a window into the 
dynamic history and present of the Catholic 
Church, but it offers a blueprint for what it 
means to live out, as Francis would have us, 
Christ's parable of the good Samaritan.  
In Fratelli Tutti, Francis writes, "By his 
actions, the Good Samaritan showed that 
'the existence of each and every individual is 
deeply tied to that of others: life is not 
simply time that passes; life is a time for 
interactions.' " 
 
He goes on to say, "The parable eloquently 
presents the basic decision we need to make 
in order to rebuild our wounded world. In 
the face of so much pain and suffering, our 
only course is to imitate the Good 
Samaritan." 
 
What O'Loughlin does through Hidden 
Mercy is show us that all along, there were, 
in fact, courageous Catholics, often defying 

their own leadership to live out Christ's call 
to heal our wounded world. Though heroes 
of the faith were not able to heal what 
remains an incurable disease (though 
an exceptionally treatable one in ways that 
significantly mitigate spread), their stories 
have the power to heal a broken world by 
inspiring us all to a discipleship that reflects 
a commitment to love in action. 
 
Discipleship, the Gospels teach us, begins 
with asking questions. Jesus' telling of the 
parable of the good Samaritan is spurred on 
by a lawyer asking a series of questions, 
most importantly, "Who is my neighbor?" 
Church leaders have often failed to steward 
this question in their own lives and in the 
lives of the faithful. The parable teaches us 
that everyone is our neighbor, and that those 
in need most especially are our siblings. 
 
The church overwhelmingly has abandoned 
this ethos in its response to the spread of 
HIV/AIDS, a pandemic that remains a crisis, 
albeit one that far too many have moved on 
from. 
 
O'Loughlin's book is a call to discipleship 
through both story and action. It doesn't 
simply invite us to ask new questions, but 
gives us permission to ask the questions 
we've kept to ourselves all along — 
questions about identity, belonging and 
welcome. It demands that church leadership 
examine themselves, and not just the 
church's historic failings but its present 
plague-spreading policies and doctrines, and 
how they can, instead of being ministers of 
death, be prophets of life, and life abundant. 
 
The prophet Jeremiah opens the Book of 
Lamentations with, "How deserted lies the 
city, once so full of people!" A haunting 
verse that summons the anguish of a 
community devastated by a plague some 
church leaders dared called the will of God. 

http://www.mikeoloughlin.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/15/opinion/pope-francis-lgbt-community.html?searchResultPosition=2
https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20201003_enciclica-fratelli-tutti.html
https://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2018/july/undetectable-untransmittable
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A generation once vibrant and full of people 
succumbed to not just the catastrophic 
impact of the disease, but to the theological 
malpractice and failure of the Catholic 
Church's leadership. O'Loughlin's deep dive 
into this history provides a means of healing, 
hope and inspiration.  
 

 
Michael Vazquez 
Michael Vazquez is the religion and faith 
director at the Human Rights Campaign. A 
devout Catholic, Vasquez is an experienced 
public theologian, homiletician and 
community organizer leading justice and 
equity work at the intersection of religion, 
civil rights and public policy, with a Master 
of Theological Studies degree from the 
Divinity School at Duke University. 
 

Simple Advent 
Revisited: Slowing 
down the holiday 

season 
1 December 2021 

by Brenna Davis 
  

Spirituality 

 

First week of Advent theme—Time 
Wednesday, Dec. 1 
 
REFLECT 
Ultimately, I believe that slowness is an act 
of resistance, not because slowness is a good 
in itself but because of all that it makes 
room for, the things that don't get measured 
and can't be bought. 
- Rebecca Solnit 
 
When thinking about caring for the earth 
and simple living, reflecting on time and 
how we live our days might seem out of 
place; however, the weeks between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas can become 
some of the busiest and most stressful of the 
year. 
 
Additionally, when we feel hurried, we are 
often less likely to be mindful of our 
concern for the earth and all of creation. We 
consume more fossil fuels as we speed to get 
to the next place, use disposable items to 
save time and do not mindfully consider 
how people and the planet were treated to 
produce the items that we buy.  
 
Slowness provides open space and time for 
the Spirit to move in and for us to really 
encounter the people and places where we 
live, the meaningful parts of our lives that 
cannot be bought.  
 
What is one area of your life where you can 
intentionally slow down to make room for 
what matters this Advent? 
 
ACT 
Do one thing slowly today. Drink a cup of 
tea or coffee, wash the dishes, go for a walk. 
Whatever you do, avoid multitasking and 
remain present in the moment. Notice how 
you feel when you do this.  
 
 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/michael-vazquez
https://www.ncronline.org/authors/brenna-davis
https://www.ncronline.org/earthbeat/spirituality
https://www.ncronline.org/authors/michael-vazquez
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Wednesday,1 December 2021 
  
  

Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation 
From the Center for Action and Contemplation 

  

 

  

Week Forty-Eight: Images of God 
  

God Is beyond Gender 
  

  
  

Virtually all Christians are taught to call 
God “Father,” as Jesus did himself. Yet 
Richard understands the need for both 
masculine and feminine images of God. He 
writes: 
 
I must invite us all to reclaim and honor 
female wisdom, which is 
often qualitatively different from male 
wisdom. I hope this perspective can invite 
you to trust your own experiences with the 
divine feminine as well. For many, it is an 
utterly new opening, since they always 
falsely assumed that God is somehow 
masculine. 
 
Although Jesus was clearly of the masculine 
gender, the Universal Christ is beyond 
gender, and so it should be expected that the 
Big Tradition would have found feminine 
ways, consciously or unconsciously, to 
symbolize the full Divine Incarnation and to 
give God a more feminine character—as the 
Bible itself often does. [1] 
 
New Mexico friend and mystic Mirabai Starr 
offers images of God as female and 
feminine, which is affirming and healing for 
many people. 
 
Your God transcends gender. And yet She is 
also Mother. She is Shekhinah, pillar of holy 

fire, guiding you through the wilderness. 
She is Sophia and Al-Hakim, the essence of 
Wisdom, filling your troubled heart and 
telling you exactly what needs to be done 
next. She is Jamal, beauty, and Sakina, 
serenity. She is Rahim, the merciful source 
of all life. She is Shakti, coursing through 
your veins when you cry out for God, 
infusing you with unbearable longing. She is 
Guanyin, radiating well-being. She is Tara, 
formed from the Buddha’s own tears as he 
gazed upon the suffering of the world and 
wept. She is Miriam, Mary, Maryam. 
 
You feel Her closest when you are shattered 
and when you are exalted. She dives into the 
heart of the tidal wave and scoops you into 
Her arms, promising that no matter how 
disastrous the disaster, She will always be 
with you. She is in the front row clapping 
too loudly when you get it right. Your God 
sneaks you in the back door to daven with 
the learned men in the synagogue. She 
whispers in your ear when you are trying to 
control yourself: Go ahead, She says, break 
the alabaster jar and cover His feet with 
priceless nard. 
 
Your God transcends form. And yet She also 
dwells within every created thing. She 
animates all that is growing and going to 
seed, all that is ripened and fragrant, all that 
is raw and undomesticated. She dwells in 
creativity, in beauty, in chaos. She breathes 
with the laboring female animals, breathes 
with the newborn’s first inhalation, breathes 
with the old ones as they exhale one last 
time. She is the passion of lovers, the dignity 
of the queen. She is merciful, but She is not 
the least bit sentimental. 
 
You do not mean to break the rules and call 
Her God. You try not to even conceive of 
God that way. But sometimes you can’t help 
it. Everything that feels holy feels like Her. 
 

https://email.cac.org/t/d-l-aiiittd-tlkrdikyp-r/
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Alicia Perez – Player Shuttle 
Volunteer 
 
Alicia Perez and her husband 
Jose and been volunteering for 

the AT&T Pro-Am since 2008. The first 
year they worked in hospitality, and then as 
player shuttle volunteers to this day. They 
are both very excited to volunteer for the 
2022 tournament. Alicia says, "our 
commitment in support of the AT&T Pro-
Am is as strong today as it was when we 
first began to volunteer. We enjoy the work 
and personal connection we have with the 
many volunteers and management who 
come to serve during this wonderful 
tournament." 
 
Alicia says she enjoys boarding the players 
and caddies on to the shuttle cars and 
emphasizes how the players are always so 
gracious and kind. A funny memory Alicia's 
shares is when comedian Bill Murray asked 
to be driven to the practice range. Alicia 
says, "we explained to him that it was right 
across the street, he answered, "'I know, but 
I still want a ride.'" Of course, she boarded 
him, and drove right across the street and 
Bill gave her a wave and said thank you. 
 
In addition to the many years Alicia has 
committed to the tournament she is also very 
passionate about the American Cancer 
Society. She has been a volunteer there for 
over 18 years, as a committee member, team 
captain and spokesperson. As a volunteer 
she has attended and spoken to various 
organizations and groups about what the 
American Cancer Society does for our 
community, cancer patients and their 
families.  
 
Alicia is a 14-year breast cancer survivor 
and has selected Breast Cancer Assistance 

Group of Monterey County Cancer 
Assistance Group of Monterey County to 
receive a $1,000 donation in her name. 
 
Congratulations, Alicia!  We are 
very proud of you!!! 
 

Thursday, 2 December 2021 
  
  

Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation 
From the Center for Action and Contemplation 

  

 

  

Week Forty-Eight: Images of God 
  

God as Fierce Love 
  

  
 

Like many of us, CAC friend Rev. Dr. Jacqui 
Lewis has struggled with both the possibility 
and the pain-points of religion. Healthy 
religion unites but toxic religion uses God to 
create more separation and hurt in the 
world: 
 
Before I made my living talking about God, 
thinking about God, writing about God, I 
was a person struggling to have a 
relationship with God. I had been given a 
god to believe in, some mixture of what my 
parents believed, what my preachers taught 
over the years, and what my imagination 
made of the parts of the Bible I read. In my 
early twenties, I often had more doubt than 
faith—doubt in what I’d learned, doubt in 
what those teachings implied for my life and 
for the world. I was frustrated; how is a God 
whose name is Love appropriated to justify 
violence, hatred, and enmity around the 
world? Over and over again, I was struck by 
how religion—which means to bind 
together—gave humankind license to hurt 

https://email.cac.org/t/d-l-aiiithd-tlkrdikyp-r/
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others, to put people out, to leave people 
behind. . . . 
 
In its truest sense, religion should reconnect 
human beings—bind them again—to the 
creation, to one another, to the Divine, to 
Love. Rituals, song, prayer, preaching, 
reflection, dancing, meditation—all of these 
religious practices are intended to bind us 
together in love and restrain us from 
harming one another. Religion should 
reconnect us to the ground of our being, to 
the source of our existence. . . . Religion 
should help us see how our biases about 
color, gender, sexuality, and class cause 
deep hurt to both body and soul. 
 
Jacqui suggests there are harmful images 
and beliefs about God that need to be let go 
of before we are able to embrace God as 
Love: 
 
Unfortunately, religion is too often 
weaponized. Wars are waged in the name of 
religion. People are enslaved and terrorized 
in the name of religion. Wealth has been 
amassed on the backs of the poor in the 
name of religion. I’m a Christian pastor, and 
these are things my tribe has done, all in the 
name of Jesus. Jews were exterminated, in 
the name of a poor, brown, Jewish baby who 
was at one time homeless and at another a 
refugee. 
 
If humankind is to thrive, we need to let go 
of any religion that wounds and kills. Some 
of what we believe about God 
is actually about us; at times we create God 
in our own image. In other words, some of 
us imagine God as punitive, angry, and 
vengeful because these are aspects of 
ourselves that make us feel powerful and 
protected, rather than vulnerable. But we 
need to exercise a spiritual imagination free 
of fear and shed the constraints of unhealthy 

religion. Hate-filled religion needs an 
exorcism! 
 
In the interest of exorcising hate, I find 
myself preaching and teaching folks to see 
through the eyes of Love, to believe with all 
their heart in Love. I invite them to worship 
Love, to pray to Love, to be part of Love. 
  
  
Jacqui Lewis, Fierce Love: A Bold Path to 
Ferocious Courage and Rule-Breaking 
Kindness that Can Heal the 
World (Harmony: 2021), 129–130, 193–194. 
 

Happy are those who 
hunger and thirst for 
righteousness — for 
they shall boil over 

2 December 2021 
by Sr. Joan Chittister 

  
Justice 

 

 
A woman outside the Glynn County Courthouse 
in Brunswick, Georgia, raises her fist Nov. 24, 
after the jury reached a guilty verdict in the trial 
of William "Roddie" Bryan, Travis McMichael 
and Gregory McMichael, convicted of the 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/joan-chittister
https://www.ncronline.org/channel/justice
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February 2020 murder of 25-year-old Ahmaud 
Arbery. (CNS/Reuters/Marco Bello) 
 
If ever there were a time in American 
history in which a beatitude calling us to 
"hunger and thirst for righteousness" would 
seem unduly important, this must certainly 
be it. 
 
Not because the country is in any kind of 
unusual or intense military conflict. Not 
because climate change is threatening our 
immediate survival as a nation. Not because 
global economic collapse is upon us. Not 
because we're facing a new surge of 
COVID-19 and a new international variant, 
omicron, in the unmasked faces of a 
looming winter. Not even because our 
voting rights are now endangered or the 
results of our last presidential election have 
been admitted to be true, publicly or not. 
(After all, we all know the truth of it — 
Republicans and Democrats alike.) 
All of those things are real, of course. 
 
But worse than the impending doom that 
comes with the regular cycles of stress and 
strain with which countries must deal, lie 
three other problems that Jesus, looking out 
over the tiny little Jewish stretch of the 
Roman Empire, couldn't help responding to. 
 
First, the area was caught in the grips of a 
rogue government. Rome, the empire, was 
living off the booty of small countries too 
weak to resist them. 
 
Second, the local poor and outcasts were 
being ignored. 
 
And third, these satellite peoples faced a 
future that was being throttled. All the 
wealth of the area that should have been 
supporting the locals was going to Rome in 
the form of taxes. 
 

Yet, in the midst of it, Jesus promises, 
"Happy are those who hunger and thirst for 
righteousness, for they shall be satisfied." 
 
It was not good time for the area. There 
were rumblings underneath it all, of course. 
There were a few protests. But, in toto, it 
looked like no one really recognized the 
problems or were able — or willing — to do 
a thing about it: not the high priests, not the 
poor themselves, not the local politicians 
who were on the take from Rome and, thus, 
disinterested in their own constituents. 
 

 
Pope Francis distributed a card with this image 
of "The Good Shepherd," a painting by the 
German Renaissance artist Lucas Cranach der 
Ältere, to Italian bishops during their 
extraordinary general assembly on "the synodal 
journey of the church in Italy," Nov. 22 in 
Rome. On the reverse of the card are "The 
Beatitudes of the Bishop." (CNS photo/Courtesy 
of Holy See Press Office) 
 
But all is not lost. Think a bit. Jesus, in the 
Beatitudes, tells them what to do about it all. 
"Hunger and thirst for righteousness," he 
says. 
 
Our question? How? 
 
Did you ever stand near a hot stove and 
watch water boil? You should; it's an 
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interesting social process. At first sight, it 
seems as if the water in the pan is so cold it 
will never heat up. Then, suddenly, there is a 
bubble or two on the bottom of the pan, 
closest to the heat. And, suddenly, all at 
once, where there had been seen to be only 
disinterest, the steam begins to rise from 
nowhere and the waters begin to roar and 
roll. 
 
That, I think, may be happening now, too. I 
saw two hints as I write this that the country 
— after years of protests about police 
brutality, women's equal rights, justice for 
all — may be beginning to boil over.  
In the first instance, a German nun by the 
name of Sr. Philippa Rath, from 
a Benedictine monastery in Rüdesheim, 
Germany, calls for the church, the Vatican, 
and the pope to begin to recognize the 
equality of women as well as end the 
violence against women everywhere. And 
what's more, she did it on a live podcast. 
Meaning, she cast her seeds to the wind so 
they could take root everywhere, (No small 
public statement by a nun from a monastery 
founded by St. Hildegard of Bingen in 1165 
and restored in 1904.) 
 
Secondly, a Catholic family in Baltimore 
protested when their teenage daughter was 
made by the local priest to change her 
LGBT pride shirt — in public — at the 
Catholic school she attends. The cause? A 
spokesman for the archdiocese said, "The 
attire contained imagery and language with a 
message that could be determined to oppose 
teachings of the Catholic Church." The 
family is now waiting for a public move 
toward diversity at the church and, the 
mother says, "an apology would be nice." 
 
What's more, the girls' teenage friends and 
large numbers of other parishioners rose up 
to defend her, as well. Small, isolated 
bubbles, perhaps, but bubbles, nevertheless. 

If wearing an emblem that speaks to the 
humanity, the naturalness, the equality of 
LGBT people "opposes Catholic teaching," 
what shall we do about clerical sexual 
abusers, wife beaters, rapists, tax dodgers, 
and unvaccinated resisters to bring order to 
society and real morality to religion? 
 
If we can't wear articles of clothes 
celebrating the multiple demonstrations of 
sexual orientation, are we saying that those 
who — presumably by the action of God's 
creation — have been born gay do 
themselves also oppose Catholic teaching? 
Just by being born? And that says "what" 
about the Catholic theology of God? Think! 
 
To recoil from that kind of skewed morality 
is what you call to "hunger and thirst for 
righteousness." That's when enough is 
enough. That's when a white jury notes 
resoundingly that killing a Black man for 
taking his daily run through a white 
residential area is in fact murder and a 
crime. 
 
No doubt about it, we're in a very difficult 
moral moment in one of the most "morally" 
defined but confusing governing 
philosophies in history. Things are 
happening now that just 10 years ago would 
have been unheard of, absolutely 
unacceptable until scientists have to begin to 
wonder how much pressure the center can 
stand before it rends itself in two. 
 
Indeed, the fault lines are straining: We elect 
politicians now with not so much as a nod to 
moral character before election or after it. 
We send people to Congress to "cancel" the 
other party's president, not to pass 
legislation together that will develop every 
segment of the country. We talk about 
equality but wait in vain for the Supreme 
Court to uphold it. 

https://abtei-st-hildegard.de/english/
https://abtei-st-hildegard.de/english/
https://cella-sankt-benedikt.de/blog/live-interview-sr-philippa-rath-osb/
https://baltimorebrew.com/2021/11/21/after-a-catholic-priest-has-a-student-remove-her-gay-pride-shirt-classmates-step-up-to-support-her/
https://baltimorebrew.com/2021/11/21/after-a-catholic-priest-has-a-student-remove-her-gay-pride-shirt-classmates-step-up-to-support-her/
https://apnews.com/article/ahmaud-arbery-georgia-brunswick-f2549024973cdcc757c02bd0a07bf5cf
https://apnews.com/article/ahmaud-arbery-georgia-brunswick-f2549024973cdcc757c02bd0a07bf5cf
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We promise basic "freedom and justice" for 
all and maintain that the Bill of Rights 
belongs to all dimensions of society — 
except for the ones who don't qualify for it, 
of course. Like Brown people, Black people, 
Muslim people, Latino people, female 
people and those who want gun control in 
the United States, among others. 
 
Most concerning of all, the very parties and 
political bodies meant to maintain the moral 
and civil standards hold themselves and their 
colleagues to no standards at all. In fact, 
they themselves are far too frequently the 
most reprobate, least civil, most cowardly, 
brazenly silent, and least moral of them all. 
 
A bubbling pot of water is just like that. It 
takes a long time to boil, but little by little, 
the isolated bubbles begin to heat, to rise, to 
roll over the edges of a society playing with 
notions of insurrection, political 
dictatorship, public indecency, and 
organized division. 
 
When will any of them begin to "hunger and 
thirst for righteousness" again amongst 
themselves? Not simply the bold and 
blustering ones but the ones who are so 
dangerously silent that the rest of the 
country looks for help and finds nothing and 
no one who will carry the American flag 
back to the flagpoles of yesterday. Nothing 
and no one. 
 
Nothing and no one. Now there is the real 
problem. 
 
And yet, it is not the impossible for which 
we seek. On the contrary: World War II 
wasn't impossible, as unprepared as we were 
for it. The Civil Rights Act was not 
impossible, as dead set against it were most 
of the country at the time. A Catholic 
president in a Protestant country was not 
impossible, as dangerous as the idea seemed. 

A Black president in a white culture was not 
impossible in a country where Blacks were 
only about 10% of the entire population at 
the time. 
 
No, when you and I decide we've had 
enough of a country, and God forbid, 
whatever churches, too, that tolerate hate 
and call it holiness, just as we once accepted 
the Irish, the Polish, the Japanese — all the 
"others" that were once among us — we will 
win again. In our "hunger and thirst for 
righteousness" we will bubble up, one at a 
time, boil over together. And then, as Jesus 
promises us in the Beatitudes, we will all be 
happy again. 
 

 
Joan Chittister 
A Benedictine Sister of Erie, Pennsylvania, 
Joan Chittister is a best-selling author and 
well-known international lecturer on topics 
of justice, peace, human rights, women's 
issues and contemporary spirituality in the 
church and in society.  
 

Advent: 'Is it 
Christmas 

tomorrow?' 
2 December 2021 

by Sr. Catherine Grasswill 
  

Spirituality 
 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/joan-chittister
https://www.globalsistersreport.org/authors/catherine-grasswill
https://www.globalsistersreport.org/topics/spirituality/all
https://www.ncronline.org/authors/joan-chittister
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(Pixabay/Jenny Nguyen) 

"Mommy, Daddy, is Christmas tomorrow?" 
the child asks his or her parents. "But no, my 
darling, you have to wait a few more days!" 
 
It is so difficult to wait when you are 5 or 6 
years old … but waiting is difficult not only 
for children! Parents who are awaiting a 
child; the sick who are waiting for the visit 
of the nurse or doctor; the elderly who see 
time passing without having a visit from 
their family or their neighbors; the homeless 
waiting for the opening of the door of a 
shelter in wintertime; refugees in a camp, 
waiting for food or for papers to emigrate to 
a welcoming, safe country, where they can 
begin a new life. 
 
Waiting demands patience, patience, 
patience; but in our Western civilization, we 
have become more and more impatient. We 
want instant solutions to problems, we want 
a cure for COVID-19, right now; we want to 
be able to have the perfect job and to earn a 
good salary, even though we have little or 
no experience. We want to solve the climate 
crisis immediately, without taking the time 
to educate ourselves, to learn from our 
mistakes and be willing to do with less. 
 
I'm not sure we have allowed ourselves to 
learn the lesson of patience during the 
pandemic, but I am certain that it is an 

essential lesson of life. What are some of the 
lessons we have learned? We are 
rediscovering what it means to "wait" in the 
lines in front of the shops and banks — we 
wait to buy food, and to make other 
necessary purchases. Perhaps we are 
learning to pay attention to the person 
behind us in line, feeling freer to engage in 
simple conversation. 
 
We are rediscovering how stressed we can 
become as we try to enter into the gift of the 
present moment. On the other hand, some of 
us have come to know the freedom and the 
peace that one can experience even if we 
haven't much to show for our efforts — and 
that is OK. With the amount of air travel and 
road traffic drastically reduced, our soul can 
embrace the gift of silence; we might even 
become aware of the song of our feathered 
friends. 
 

 
The birth of a day on an October morning in 
2021, over a lake in Canada (Catherine 
Grasswill) 
 
The world has had to stop its mad rush; we 
have had to slow down; to pay more 
attention to others; to rediscover the truth 
that we are not the masters of time. We 
discover that it is God who leads us in life, 
who calls us to be more attentive to the 
"here and now." It takes us a little while to 
realize that we live in an infinite universe in 
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which we have infinite value in the eyes of 
God. We have more time to contemplate 
nature, to delight in the colors of autumn; to 
pass more time playing with the children 
and listening to the elderly. 
 
God entered time by pitching a tent in the 
middle of our human lives. As the prophet 
Micah reminds us, it was in littleness that 
Jesus came: "But you, O Bethlehem … who 
are one of the little tribes of Judah. … [You] 
were wisely chosen by God to welcome the 
Word." 
But it didn't happen in the snap of a finger, 
nor in the blink of an eye. It took the time of 
the coming, the length of time for the 
creation of the universe — the galaxies, suns 
and planets; the time for the shaping of the 
Earth; the appearance of life, from protozoa 
to dinosaurs! It was then, no doubt, God said 
to Godself, "These last ones are too big; the 
little human race cannot develop with them." 
 
And it took millennia for the dinosaurs to 
disappear and the little mammals to take 
over. And then it took still more time for the 
development of the human being, the time 
for them to stand up, and to spread over the 
planet in several species that we are still 
discovering. Then individuals gathered, 
peoples formed, civilizations developed, 
people tilled the soil and lived with a 
stability which provided opportunities for 
learning a language, writing and building 
families, and relationships. Humans 
discovered the fear that the gods would be 
the strongest and would destroy them. And 
they discovered war as well. 
 
God, little by little, fashioned the people — 
the smallest of peoples — for showing how 
God loves humankind. That took time as 
well, and this people didn't understand 
initially how their God was so different from 
other gods. God chose judges and sent the 
prophets to prepare the people; to help them 

understand the true nature of God. A God, 
who is love, waits patiently for the hearts of 
the people to be ready. God chose a time of 
greater stillness, as the moment to enter into 
the human race. It was like a small sparkle 
in the universe, which changed all the life of 
humanity. Just a: "Rejoice, Mary" and "Let 
it be done to me according to your word!" 
 
God wanted to express love for us by 
entering human history, by being born of a 
human, the Virgin Mary, and being cared for 
by a father, Joseph, who loved him tenderly. 
Even this took time: the time of waiting — 
nine months — for the child to develop in 
his mother's womb. This child, Jesus — for 
that is his name — took the time that was 
needed to grow up, to learn a trade, to 
become an adult before embarking on the 
adventure of his human and divine vocation. 
And we think we can't wait a few days to 
celebrate his coming? 
 
Let us take this time of Advent to realize the 
gift God gave us, and still gives us in Jesus 
the Christ; to patiently live this Advent time 
and celebrate a Happy Christmas in the joy 
of this amazing event: 
"The Word was made flesh and lives among 
us" (John 1:14). 
 

 
Catherine Grasswill 
Catherine Grasswill, a French member of 
the Ursulines of Jesus, shares life with 
Spanish and Canadian sisters while giving 
workshops and retreats for the Francophone 
community in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
 

https://bible.usccb.org/bible/john/1
https://www.globalsistersreport.org/authors/catherine-grasswill
https://www.globalsistersreport.org/authors/catherine-grasswill
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Interview: Bishop 
Wack discusses 

'anger, division' in US 
Catholic Church 

2 December 2021 
by Brian Fraga 

  
Spirituality 

 
Bishop William Wack of Pensacola-Tallahassee, 
Florida, smiles Nov. 13, 2017, during the fall 
general assembly of the U.S. Conference of 
Catholic Bishops in Baltimore. (CNS/Bob 
Roller) 
 
Christendom has come and gone, says 
Bishop William Wack of Pensacola-
Tallahassee, Florida. 
 
"We've reached the end of Christendom," 
said Wack, who told NCR in a recent 
interview that the church's goal should not 
be to restore a supposed golden age of 
Christianity or rebuild a political culture 
where the Christian faith reigns supreme. 
"Our faith is not built on this state-sponsored 
or state-supported Christianity. It's built on a 
person: Jesus Christ, who is the same 
yesterday, today and tomorrow," said Wack, 
explaining in the interview his vision of the 
Christian faith and modern society that he 
wrote about in his first pastoral letter. 

Released Nov. 4, Wack's 18-page letter, 
entitled "Sharing the Gift," focuses on 
evangelization. Echoing Pope Francis, Wack 
urges Catholics in his northern Florida 
diocese to become "missionary disciples" by 
living their faith and seizing opportunities to 
share it with their neighbors. 
 
In "Sharing the Gift," Wack, a Holy Cross 
priest who became the bishop of Pensacola-
Tallahassee in August 2017, cites Gaudium 
et Spes and Lumen Gentium from the 
Second Vatican Council. 
 
Wack also acknowledges the "great deal of 
anger, division, anxiety and hopelessness" in 
modern times. In such circumstances, Wack 
says the temptation is to retreat and "circle 
the wagons" to defend the Christian faith 
from outside forces, or to use the Gospel 
solely to address hot button social issues. 
Such approaches, Wack says, miss the 
essence of the Christian faith. 
 
Wack discussed his pastoral letter in an 
interview in early November, before the 
U.S. bishops' assembly in Baltimore, where 
the bishops approved a document on 
"eucharistic consistency" after months of 
controversy over efforts by some prelates to 
address pro-choice Catholic politicians like 
President Joe Biden. 
 
Following is NCR's interview with Wack, 
edited slightly for length and context. 
 
NCR: Four years since becoming a 
bishop, what made this the right time to 
put pen to paper and write your first 
pastoral letter? 
Wack: When I got there, everything was 
new. I came right from a parish to becoming 
the bishop of a diocese. And we had a lot of 
issues come up; we had hurricanes, we had 
personnel issues, we had a fire in the co-
cathedral, and then the pandemic. I spent 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/brian-fraga
https://www.ncronline.org/channel/spirituality
https://ptdiocese.org/pastoral-letter
https://www.ncronline.org/news/people/after-year-divisive-debate-us-bishops-approve-tepid-document-communion
https://www.ncronline.org/news/people/after-year-divisive-debate-us-bishops-approve-tepid-document-communion
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most of the first 3 1/2 years sort of reacting 
to things going on in the world and in this 
diocese. 
 
Finally, half a year ago, I thought, "This is it 
now. It's time to teach and put out my hope, 
my plan, my heart for the diocese." There 
was never going to be a perfect time when 
everything is slow and quiet. It just felt 
right. 
Plus, this isn't just my plan; it's come from 
my interactions with the people, the 
parishioners, the priests here. The spirit is 
moving us, I think, to do something very 
positive. We're arguing over everything. 
There's so much acrimony and division. We 
have to get out there. We have to evangelize 
again. 
 

 
Pope Francis greets Bishop William Wack of 
Pensacola-Tallahassee, Florida, during a 
meeting with U.S. bishops from Florida, 
Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina at 
the Vatican Feb. 13, 2020. (CNS/Vatican Media) 
 
What made you want to focus on 
evangelization? 
We're in a world that's very fractured, very 
fearful. There's confusion, there's anger, 
there's anxiety. And that's nothing new. That 
has existed since the time of Jesus, and 
before Jesus. But in the middle of that, we 
are called to live our faith. We are changed 
people because of Jesus Christ. Pope 
Emeritus Benedict XVI said we have this 

relationship with Jesus, and that changes the 
whole direction of our life. But if you look 
around, it doesn't look like we believe or 
we're living that. We're caught up in so 
many things going on. 
 
In the letter, why did you write that 
Christendom is "dead"? 
I meant that to be provocative, so people can 
look that up, talk about that and ask 
themselves what that means. It really means 
that we're back in apostolic times. We have 
to just go out and preach the good news, in 
very simple ways. I'm not saying you should 
go out on the corner with a Bible and a 
catechism. If you do, great, but share your 
faith. Pray in public. Give people hope. 
Comfort people. Point them toward 
something greater than all this stuff that 
we're dealing with today. 
 
Do you see the church's mission today as 
trying to somehow restore Christendom, 
as some would argue, or something else? 
I don't think that's our goal. In writing that 
provocative statement, I want to help people 
to see, to make sense of what's happening in 
the world, and give us a positive direction. 
We can no longer take for granted that 
Christian values are the norm, and that's OK. 
We're not going back to repair this and 
figure out how we can have this empire 
again or whatever. It's about what God is 
calling us to do now. 
 
"We're in a world that's very fractured, very 

fearful. There's confusion, there's anger, 
there's anxiety. And that's nothing new." 

— Bishop William Wack 
 

As you noted in your letter, the Gospel 
was brand new in apostolic times. Two 
thousand years later, there's a sense that 
Christianity has been tried and found 
wanting. How do you evangelize in a way 
that is relevant in the 21st century? 
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That's why I think we have to embody [the 
Catholic faith]. Even with this letter, it's 
important to note that I'm not telling people, 
"Hand this out to your friends, and you're 
evangelizing." This is really written for 
those who are already in the pews to give 
them the tools or to challenge them to 
embody the faith in very simple ways. We 
can all live in such a way where people will 
tell us, "I don't know what it is about you, 
but I want it." 
 
In quoting from Lumen 
Gentium and Gaudium et Spes, is it fair to 
say that your vision of evangelization is 
rooted in Vatican II? 
I definitely wanted to give people that 
impression. Vatican II recognizes the need 
for us to go out of ourselves. Before that, 
understandably and naturally we were taking 
care of our own. But I think with Vatican II, 
we realized that we've got to share this gift 
with the whole world. We are leaven for the 
world. Pope Francis has picked that up and 
is all about missionary discipleship. It's not 
just something that I made up or Pope 
Francis did. It's clearly part of our history. 
 
What do you make of the divisions and 
acrimony in the church, especially those 
that we see play out between bishops and 
among Catholics on social media? 
Unfortunately, this has always been there. 
We have the famous story of Peter and Paul 
disagreeing on [evangelizing] Gentile 
Christians, and how Paul said he was going 
right to Peter and look him in the eye to tell 
him he was wrong. I think it's good for 
people to know that this is nothing new. 
Unfortunately, what is new is that it's 
amplified on social media. 
 

 
Bishop William Wack of Pensacola-Tallahassee, 
Florida, center, and other U.S. bishops from 
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina and South 
Carolina wait to meet Pope Francis in the 
Apostolic Palace at the Vatican Feb. 13, 2020. 
(CNS/Paul Haring) 
 
What do you think of how political some 
of the debates have become within the 
church? 
I stay away from it. In the Bible, Jesus was 
asked about paying taxes. I loved his 
response. He didn't say yes or no. He said to 
give to Caesar what is Caesar's, but the most 
important thing is to give to God what is 
God's. I guess that's what I'm really trying to 
focus on, that second part. We're so caught 
up in these hot button issues of our day, 
which are important and need to be 
addressed, but I fear we are neglecting the 
second part. 
 
In that spirit, would Jesus tell us not to 
get caught up in the culture wars? 
I don't know. It would have been interesting 
to know what he would have said about all 
these things. But we do know that when he 
was questioned about certain issues of his 
day, like paying taxes, he just kind of waved 
them off. We all have different lenses 
through which we read the scriptures, but for 
me I see Jesus setting his face to Jerusalem 
and people trying to distract him and trip 
him up. His response always was, "You're 
not getting it, people. God is love, and he 
wants you to accept that and he wants you to 
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pass that onto other people. That's why I've 
come." Some would say that's overly 
simplistic, and I understand that. But that's 
who I am. 
 

 
Brian Fraga 
Brian Fraga is NCR staff reporter. His email 
address is bfraga@ncronline.org. Follow 
him on Twitter at @brianfraga. 
 

Simple Advent 
Revisited: Time to 
pause, ponder what 

we truly value 
3 December 2021 

by Brenna Davis 
  

 
(Brenna Davis) 
First week of Advent theme—Time 
Friday, 3 December 2021 
 
REFLECT 
We can seldom live a joyful simplicity in 
relation to how we use time until we believe 
there is more to be gained by slowing down 
and exercising mindful selectivity in our 
activities than by speeding up and trying to 
jam as much as possible into every moment. 

How might we move in this direction? I 
suggest there are three steps to practice: 
First, we renew consciousness of what it is 
in our lives that we most value, we 
reconnect with those things that are most 
meaningful, we remember who we are. 
Second, it's difficult to live in voluntariness 
and deliberation if we are 
living unconsciously. To become conscious 
of how we are actually using our time 
requires the simple expedient of keeping 
close and honest track of what we are  
doing ...  
 
The third step in practicing simplicity in the 
use of time is to give urgency to the things 
that are most important. 
-Excerpts from the chapter "Simplicity, 
Time, and Money" in Stepping Lightly by 
Mark Burch 
 
Take a few moments now to reflect on what 
you most value in your life and how you 
might reconnect with those things that are 
most meaningful to you. 
 
Taking these types of periods of intentional 
pausing during your day can invite you into 
a simpler way of living. 
 
Macrina Wiederkehr, author of Seven 
Sacred Pauses, invites readers to use the 
Benedictine practice of pausing from work 
for prayer seven times a day. She 
encourages us to pause at particular 
moments in our day in order to "learn to be 
in the midst of so much doing." 
 
The art of pausing can be as simple as 
breathing, standing in front of a tree or plant, 
stretching or drinking a cup of tea — 
anything that you do with all of your 
intention.  
 
 
 

https://www.ncronline.org/authors/brian-fraga
mailto:bfraga@ncronline.org
https://twitter.com/brianfraga
https://www.ncronline.org/authors/brenna-davis
https://www.ncronline.org/authors/brian-fraga
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ACT 
State out loud to yourself one way that you 
will prioritize what you most value in your 
life today or in the upcoming week. Is there 
something of which you might need to let go 
(an additional activity, event or habit) in 
order to make this happen? 
 
Find a moment today to intentionally pause 
in the midst of whatever you consider to be 
your "work." 
 
Friday, 3 December 2021 
  
  

Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation 
From the Center for Action and Contemplation 

  

 

  

Week Forty-Eight: Images of God 
  

God Is Present in All 
  

  
  

In keeping with his Franciscan tradition, 
Father Richard teaches that we can find 
God’s freely given image in all of creation, 
beginning with ourselves! 
 
The purpose of prayer and religious seeking 
is to see the truth about Reality, to see what 
is. And at the bottom of what is is always 
goodness. The foundation is always love. 
Here is a mantra that we might repeat 
throughout our day: “God’s life is living 
itself in me. I am aware of life living itself in 
me.” 
 
We cannot not live in the presence of God. 
We are totally surrounded by God, even as 
we read these words. This not some New 
Age idea; recall St. Patrick’s (c. 373–c. 463) 
blessing, “God beneath you, God in front of 

you, God behind you, God above you, God 
within you.” 
 
Once I can see the Mystery here, and trust 
the Mystery even in this piece of clay that I 
am, then I can also see it in you. We are 
eventually able to see the divine image 
within ourselves, in each other, and in all 
things. Finally, the seeing is one. How we 
see anything is how we will see everything. 
 
Jesus pushes this seeing to the social edge. 
Can we recognize the image of Christ in 
the least of our fellow human beings? That 
is his only description of the final judgment 
(see Matthew 25). Nothing about ten 
commandments, nothing about church 
attendance—simply a matter of our ability to 
see. Can we meet Christ in the “nobodies” 
who can’t play our game of success? In 
those who cannot reward us in return? When 
we see the image of God where we are not 
accustomed to seeing the image of God, then 
we see with the infinitely tender eyes of 
God. 
 
Finally, Jesus says we have to love and 
recognize the divine image even in our 
enemies (see Matthew 5:44). He teaches 
what many leaders, spiritual and otherwise, 
could never demand of their followers: love 
of the enemy. Logically that makes no sense. 
Yet soulfully it makes absolute sense, 
because in terms of the soul, it really is all or 
nothing. Either we see the divine image in 
all created things, or we end up not seeing it 
very well at all. There is a first epiphany, 
and gradually the circle keeps moving 
outward, widening its embrace. It is almost 
the core meaning of a whole and holy life! 
 
The Christian vision is that the whole world 
is a sacred temple. If that is true, then our 
enemies are sacred, too. Who else created 
them but God? The ability to respect the 
outsider is probably the litmus test of true 

https://email.cac.org/t/d-l-aiiituy-tlkrdikyp-r/
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seeing. And it doesn’t stop with human 
beings and enemies and the “least of these.” 
It moves to frogs and water and 
weeds. Everything becomes enchanting once 
we have full sight. One God, one world, one 
truth, one suffering, and one love (see 
Ephesians 4:4–6). All we can do is 
participate and enjoy. I love to ask 
Christians—why would anyone be afraid of 
that? 
 



WE NEED VOLUNTEERS!
A few hours twice a month will keep a senior from going hungry! 
Meals on Wheels Diablo Region needs volunteers to deliver  
grocery bags on the 2nd and 4th Thursday of the month to  
seniors in Antioch and Pittsburg. The Grocery Bag Program,  
a partnership of MOW Diablo Region and the Food Bank of  
Contra Costa and Solano, provides groceries to seniors who  
can cook simple meals but can’t travel to the food bank.

To learn more, contact Casey Claibourne at 925.448.3695 or 
cclaibourne@mowdr.org. To sign up to volunteer, apply online  
at https://www.mowdiabloregion.org/deliver-meals or contact 
Lee Davenport at 925.954.8736 or ldavenport@mowdr.org. 

1300 CIVIC  DRIVE,  WALNUT CREEK,  CA 94596 •  925.937.8311 MOWDIABLOREGION.ORG



– Current ID showing residence in Contra Costa County*

– For families of 6+, please bring medical cards of each family member

– Food pick-up is once every 30 days per person

– Every first and third Wednesday of the month at 11:00 am
the Food Bank of Contra Costa & Solano distributes food from 
Food Bank vans in the SVdP parking lot.
Please contact the Food Bank to learn more at 855-309-3663 or 
info@FoodBankccs.org

– *If you live outside Contra Costa County, please contact your 
local food bank for information on emergency assistance

SVdP is a proud partner 
with the Food Bank

of Contra Costa 
& Solano 

____ 

Our Emergency Food 
Pantry provides food 

to people in need  
Monday through 

Friday 
____ 

The Emergency Food 
Pantry provides food 
to 2,800 individuals 
and 800 households 

each year 
____ 

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL OF 
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY 

2210 Gladstone Dr. 
Pittsburg, CA 94565 

925-439-5060

svdp-cc.org 

Open Monday - Friday 
9:00 AM to 4:30 PM

St. Vincent de Paul St. 
Vincent de Paul 

St. Vincent de Paul
Emergency Food Pantry

Where: 2210 Gladstone Drive, Pittsburg, CA 94565 

When: Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-4:30 pm

Requirements to receive emergency food assistance:
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